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Hittingihe Trenches
Marching orders
involve everyone
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Armed with a new battle plan,
representatives of Murray State
University are planning to hit the
streets in search of prospective
students.
Murray State President Dr.
Kern Alexander presented the
plan Friday to the board of
regents and was met with several
favorable compliments for the
initiatives set forth in the
proposal.
"This is a bold effort that will
create educational opportunities
for students and offer more students the educational experience
found at MSU," said board chairman Sid Easley.
Alexander's. six-point plan
involves not only the administration, but the faculty, staff and
even alumni.
"We plan to bring more and
better students to MSU," Alexander said. "We will be experiencing here the initiation of an
increased recruitment effort. We
want to preserve a strong viable
institution at MSU."
The first facet of Alexander's
proposal pertains to the faculty
and staff.
"The Roads Scholars' Program
involves volunteer faculty, staff
and administrator visits to western Keallucky high schools," Alexander said.
Sixty high schools have been
targeted by the university as the
recipients of these personalized
visits. A team of between three
and five university representatives will visit a designated high
school at least three times per
semester.
"This effort is more than just
student recruitment," Alexander
said."We have a responsibility to
work with the school districts and

Regents
approve
MSU mission

"The Roads
Scholars' Program
involves volunteer
faculty, staff and
administrator visits
to western Kenhigh
tucky
schools."
Kern Alexander
(MSU president)

these visits will result in more
students coming to the
university."
The estimated cost of the team
visits is about $19,000 per
semester.
"This is not time off for our
employees," Alexander said.
"This is in addition to their regular duties. All of the faculty and
staff are taking on the extra
responsibility to buoy the
university."
The second facet of. the plan
deals with school relations.
"We are asking that additional
incentive grant areas be identified," Alexander said. "We are
not requesting a change in the
incentive grant amounts."
According to changes established in 1992-93, a specific
amount of $2,000 is awarded for
incentive grants, which are also
based on academic requirements.
Incentive grant recipients must
be full-time students who meet
baccalaureate standards for
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
admission, must maintain a 2.3
a chart featuring a breakdown of
out
points
Alexander
Murray State University President Dr. Kern
GPA and live in campus housing. the university's alumni by state at Friday's board of regents meeting. Alexander plans to enlist
Transfer students must have a 3.0 the alumni in boosting enrollment.
•See Page 2

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Almost nine months after its final report,
the Higher Education Review Commission's
impact is still being felt throughout Kentucky's hig..bar education system.
Thanks to the commission's final report
made in December, Murray State University
was required to eliminate 28 degree programs to prevent unnecessary duplication of
services.
While that action was quickly complied
with, it wasn't until Friday that the commission once again dictated policy at the university — this time with the university's mission statement.
"The Council on Higher Education
approved this mission statement at its July
meeting and then sent it to the board to
approve," said Dr. James Booth, MSU provost and vice president for academic and student affairs.
In the past, the university has functioned
under two mission statements, one established by the CHE which outlines each state
institution's role in higher education, and the
other developed by the university itself.
The university's version is written within
the parameters of the CHE statements, but
clearly outlines the goals and purposes.
, However, a recent Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools Reaffirmation Committee report recommended that the university operate only one board-approved statement of purpose.
"The CHE would have to agree to any
changes to the mission statement," said N1SU
President Dr. Kern Alexander. "The mission
statement has issues that I am klittle uncomfortable with."
MSU's old mission statement approved by'
the CHE in 1977 is much different from the
new one because it is less detailed and does
not set forth stringent guidelines.
The new mission statement defines MSU
as a "residential, regional university offering
core programs in core programs in the liberal
arts, humanities, sciences and selected high• See Page 2

Sesquicentennial Kentucky roads China, Russia festival Sept. 17 safer this year sign agreement
Court Square Heritage Evening, a special event planned as
part of the celebration of the
150th anniversary of the city of
Murray will be held on Saturday,
Sept. 17 from 5 to 8 p.m. around
the court square of Murray.
Musicians and storytellers will
gather in selected spots around
the square and inside the courthouse, telling stories and performing from the 150-year-period
— 1844 to 1994.
There will be string bands, a
brass band, dulcimers, zithers and
a harp musician. The Sesquicentennial Community Chorus will
perform and will invite the audience to "join in" on some of the
familiar songs.
The Spinners, a resident
storytelling company founded by
Bob Valentine for the storytelling
program at the National Scouting
Museum, will perform during the
evening with four senior
storytellers, two student interns

I-

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The number of people killed on
Kentucky roads so far this year is down by more than 20 percent
compared with the same period last year, state police say, and they
hope the trend carries through Labor Day weekend.
Ten people died on Kentucky roads last Labor Day weekend,
traditionally one of the busiest and most dangerous times for
motorists.
Through Sept. 1, 468 people have died in traffic-related tied's year, police say — 101 fewer than in the same period last
'
yeas.,
dents

and one apprentice teller.
Most businesses will be open
with employees dressed in period
clothing while sharing a history
of the business and building in
which they are located. Rudy's
Restaurant will offer.._a special

Nationally, the number of traffic deaths has decreased by nearly
6,000 over the past five years.
Chuck Hurley, a safety expert with the Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety, said much of the decrease is due to states' implementing seat-belt laws; only two states don't require drivers and
passengers to buckle up. Kentucky's seat-belt law took effect July
15.
Capt. Rodney Brewer, a state police spokesman, thinks traffic
fatalities in Kentucky are decreasing for several reasons.
"First of all, the cars being made today are probably the safest
ever made," he said.
He also said the state police "Highways or Dieways" campaign
— which publicizes the need for highway safety — is working.
And he credits Mothers Against Drunk Driving for raising
awareness of the dangers of driving while intoxicated.

IM See Page 2

MOSCOW (AP) — China and
Russia pledged today not to
target nuclear missiles at each
other, formally cementing their
rapprochement after decades of
hostility.
The joint statement was signed
at the end of Kremlin talks
between Chinese President Jiang
Zemin and Russian President
Boris Yeltsin.
The two presidents also signed
a declaration of long-term development of bilateral ties, and
their nations' foreign ministers
signed an accord resolving territorial disputes along the Western
section of the Russian-Chinese
border.
Earlier today, Yeltsin cordially
greeted Jiang for talks aimed at
smoothing the remaining frictions
between the two countries and
expanding trade and economic
cooperation.
Yeltsin said he was pleased to
congratulate the Chinese leader

BRIEFLY...
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III Murray High couldn't hang on to a
14-0 lead against the Trigg County Wildcats, who won the game 17-14 in

•The Leger & Times business office
will close Monday at 11 a.m. and reopen
Tuesday at 8 a.m. in observance of
Labor Day.

Overtime.

Calloway County's Lakers clevasVi,(7
South Hopkins 42-0 with the help of tow
touchdown passes from quarterback San
Arnett
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''on the occasion of his first official visit to Russia.— Jiang visited the Soviet Union in 1991 as
Communist Party Chief.
After, the presidents met privately at the Kremlin Palace, the
talks expanded to include Rusin
and Chinese officials. Officials
on Friday had signed a trade
accord after Jiang arrived in Moscow for the four-day summit.•
Under the trade agreement.
Russia will provide China with
equipment for three hydroelectric 'power stations, a paper
plant and a methanol plant, and
China will supply consumer
goods and food to Russia.
China has 'become- Russia's
second-biggest trading partner
after Germany. Trade between
the two—nations has almost
doubled in the past three years, to
last year's peak of S7.68 billion,
according to Chinese statistics.
China and the Soviet Union
drifted apart in the early 1960s.

II Because of the Labor Day holiday,
during the week of Sept. 5-9, customers
of the City of Murray Sanitation Department who usually have their refuse
picked up Monday should -set it out Tuesday. All other customers should follow
the regular schedule even though routes
may run a day late ir.7 some areas. For
more information, call 762-0330, ext.
120.
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — It
would cost more than S3.000 a
day to imolai* jurors from headlines and broadcasts about the
0.1. Simpson case. but prosecutors say that would be cheaper
than a retrial.
Prosecutors filed a motion Friday to sequester jurors throughout the trial, which the judge has
said could last six months.
They admitted that keeping
jurors and alternates sequestered
at a hotel for six months could
cost as much as $3,446 a day, a
figure that is based on bills from
the federal Rodney King trial and
includes meals and other hotel
expenses.
But prosecutors argued it
would be costlier to retry the case
if exposure to publicity
a
mistrial. The cost of operating the
courtroom is $9,459 per day, they

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

absed

Call 7534563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

FROM PAGE 1
quality professional programs."
The old statement simply
describes the university as a
"residential, regional university
offering a broad range of educational programs to the people of

For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance.

western Kentucky."
Regent Tom Burich objected to
the new mission statement and

Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnie' Ross & Danny Ross
600 Main St.

753-0489

Tue. thru

Sat.

Sept. 6-10

Sweaters

voted against it because he said
that it could have a limiting
effect on the university.
"I would vote for if I thought it
would protect us and allow us to
grow," he said.
Alexander emphasized that the
reason the universities have mission statements is so they work in
concert, rather than at cross
purposes.
"These statements both define
and confine the universities,"
Alexander said. "Personally, I'd
like to have our own that we c.reate ourselves."
Booth said it will probably be
10 years before the CHE examines the mission statements
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On the Campus of Murray State University
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again.
In other business, the board:
*Agreed to extend the incentive grant program to 11 counties
in Illinois, four in Missouri and
six in Tennessee.
*Agreed to establish out-ofstate alumni family grants beginning in the fall of 1995.
"The recruitment plan was a
most impressive presentation
made by Dr. Alexander," said
board chairman Sid Easley. "It's
the most positive thing I have
seen since I have been on the
board."
Student regent Brian VanHorn
said he is extremely supportive of
the plan, which offers many
opportunities for students.
"I am glad that the ,incentive
grant program has been extended
because I think there is a huge
market in those counties," he
said.
*Approved a sabbatical for Dr.
Anita Lawson, who will be
returning to the department of
English in the spring.
*Appointed Dr. Danny Harrison as interim dean of the College of Business and Public

Affairs; Ray Conklin is intrerim
of the music department; Stephen Cobb as interim
chairman of the department of
physics and astronomy; and Stephen Traw as an assistant professor and chairman of the department of educational leadership
and counseling.
*Approved an agreement
between MSU and West Kentucky State Technical School, which
allows students to transfer credits
to MSU.
"This is an excellent idea
because it places us in a strong
relationship. with the technical
school," Alexander said. "We
hope to expand this agreement to
other areas."
*Added three new renovation
projects to the university's maintenance list, including replacing
windows in Lovett Auditorium,
re-roofing the Expo Center and
replacing exterior brick at the
Curris Center.
*Increased the post office box
rentals (a $2.50 increase for large
boxes and $5 increase for small
boxes) at the University Post
Office.
Students are provided a box at
no charge in the residence halls.
chairman

•Marching orders...

PAGE 1
GPA.
"I also would like to give each
superintendent in the- West Kentucky Educational Cooperative a
semi-private housing scholarship
and a $500 scholarship, both of
which to be awarded at the superintendent's discretion," Alexander said.
Last week, Alexander spoke
with members of the WKEC
about the idea, which was
referred to as an excellent recruiting tool.
"We really believe this will be
a beneficial plan," he said. "We
are also putting together a bibliography of what we can offer to
the schools."
The third part of the plan
involves the alumni of the
university.
According to the plan, out-ofstate alumni family grants of FROM PAGE 1
$2,000 will be awarded to sons buffet meal and refreshments will
and daughters of undergraduate be offered by businesses in a
out-of-state alumni.
-sidewalk cafe" atmosphere.
"We are planning to launch a
Heritage activities centered in
new program called 'In Search of and around the court square will
Thoroughbreds' and ask our include a brief program to recogalumni to give us the names of nize donors of the courthouse
prospective students," Alexander "landscape project" by the Comsaid.
munity Improvement Volunteers.

FROM

All Daylunday from
10:30 a.m.

to their staff.

Shell

Take Out — 753-1116

"Serving the West Kentucky Area for Over 60 Years"
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A time capsule will be presented
the city by the Sesquicentennial Committee. The drawing of a
grand prize will conclude the
evening activities.
Everyone is invited to come
celebrate, listen to stories and
music and share many years of
memories which have evolved
from the court square of Murray.

to

Closing notices
The following public buildings and offices will be closed
observance of

and fire departments).

Murray

South 4th St.-

portion of the plan is targeting
high population •areas of Ohio,
New Jersey, New York and Florida with MSU publications. These
are states with higher in-state tutition than what MSU offers for
out-of-state tuition.
The final portion of the plan
deals with financial aid with suggestions ranging from simplifying
the application process to sending
out notification earlier.
"We have to go ahead with a
plan and if it is not working, we
will have to modify it," Alexander said. "There will be other initiatives presented to the board as
we go on. At the next board
meeting, we will discuss our
retention plan."

III Murray City Hall (all
city offices except the police

Collins is married to the former Pam Lassiter and they have two
children: Heather, 10, and Matthew, 5.
"Collins will be a very valuable asset to our company," Mr. Baker said. "He will be responsible for
servicing all new and existing accounts. We are a full line SHELL lubricants jobber and his job will be a
very busy one," he ackled.
Collins invites all past and new customers to visit him at Kentucky Lake Oil. He's ready to assist all in
answering any questions and in choosing just the right SHELL products for their needs.

Olive Blvd.

*Agreed to offer an optional
voice mail service to the students
for $10 per semester.
*Authorized the razing of six
obsolete buildings located on the
west farm.
*Passed a resolution honoring
Suzanne Keeslar for being named
the Distinguished Professor earlier this year.
'Authorized the use of
$348,900 in surplus expenditure
funds from the state for nonrecurring expenditures such as library
acquisitions and facility
maintenance.
•Discussed Alexander's
employment with the university.
"Whenever you get a highly
qualified associate such as Dr.
Alexander, you want to pin -him
down," Bunch said. "I haven't
seen any ,place where we have
solidifed an agreement with him."
Easley replied that he has
asked Alexander three times
about the contract issue, but Alexander has told him he is too
busy to work on it.
"We don't want to lose him,"
-Bunch said.
Easley replied that if Alexander would "slow down," a contract would be put together.

Monday in
Labor Day:

Kentucky Lake Oil is pleased to announce the addition of Kenny
Collins to its staff. Collins, born and raised in Calloway County is a
1975 graduate of Murray High School. He worked as an EMT in 1976
for the Angel of Mercy Ambulance Service where he received his EMT
certification from the Paducah Red Cross. In 1980, the ambulance
service moved to Murray Calloway County Hospital where Collins has
been employed for the last 14 years. Collins also worked as a part-time
deputy sheriffsirite 1986 and is a past member of the Calloway County
Rescue Squad.

p.
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AP Writer Pat Milton contributed to this report.

•Sesquicentennial...

KENNY COLLINS
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Corner of 15th

defense Moneys se ism 0.er
two repeats is the envelope to
the poeseution. The judge said
the defense did sot have to tom
over the conisats of the sevelosie
or die lint sepwt es a. which
may have aniseed where end
how the &lame was loved.
— The grand jury investigating
Al Cowlings, who drove the getaway Bronco the day Simpson fled
authorities, heard from one witness Friday.
The woman refused to talk to
reporters. According to KCBSTV, the woman says Cowlings
told her that he and Simpson
weren't headed for Ms. "Simpson's grave, as Cowlings' attorney has contended.

•

African-American recruitment
is the focus of the fourth part of
the plan, which emphasizes the
need to strengthen the use of
African-American alumni.
"We have to be cognizant of
the fact that we have primarily
been a white university," Alexander said. "We have to identify
minority students and recruit
them."
Other efforts include hosting
an African-American Heritage
Scholars Bowl Oct. 25 and boosting recruiting efforts in Paducah,
Hopkinsville, Mayfield, Fulton,
Owensboro and Louisville.
The fifth segment of the plan
deals with marketing the
university.
One idea for implementing this

welcomes

;VERY

••••m

Prosecutors said more people
watched police tail Simpson
along freeways than welshed this
year's Super Bowl. They also
attached a database search that
showed Simpson's name
appeared in 15,310 newspaper
and :magazine articles since his
ex-wife and her friend were
killed June 12.
"The juror could not go to a
restaurant, movie or a party without the risk of overhearing a con-

venetian about the cam." the
proeseution's lassion aid. "He
at site add see so so die swirl
•iore Milieus the risk et swims
119111111111111 MI headins.dl
elseekset
at
tili
Sisepoo, 47. pleaded isosceot
to chows he steidered his eawife Nicole Brown Simpson and
her Mead Ronald Goideose. His
trial is scheduled to begin Sep.
26.
In other developments:
— A source close to the case
told The Associated Press that the
"mystery envelope" contains an
unused knife that Simpson
bought weeks before die killings.
A criminalist who examined
the knife said there was no significant evidence on it, the source
told AP.
On Thursday, a judge ordered

Kentucky Lake Oil Company
Shell

Close6
tabot
03'1

.aW.
"In this light. the eeet of
semsestration can be viewed as
the parches, clan Mamma policy." they mob°. said.
"Give, the pervasive meals
coverage, evea a eGIMMIMSMosa
juror who tried to avoid news
reports or discussion about the
case could not do so," it said.

•MSU mission...
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Shielding jurors cheaper than retrial
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•Calloway County Courthouse (all county officesbd
sheriffs deputies will bë on
duty).
II Calloway County Courthouse Annex (all office and
court proceedings).
II United States Post
Office.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — With courts growing wary of racially
motivated redistricting, black citizens stand in danger of losing
some of the numerical gains they made in Congress in 1992 — but
they may end up with more influence.
That apparent contradiction points to a debate, so far confined to
academic circles, on these questions: Are blacks and other minorities always best off being represented by a black congressman? Or
are their interests better served by a more senior, but nonblack,
member of Congress?
The issue has become urgent in light of rulings by federal judges
in Texas and Louisiana in recent weeks that struck down congressional districts explicitly designed, with Justice Department encouragement, to increase minority representation.
Re-redistricting could undo what redistricting did in 1992: the
creation of new safe seats for blacks, especially in the South, which
helped raise the number of blacks in Congress last year from 26 to
40, an all-time high.
Typical of the jeopardized newcomers is Rep. Cleo Fields, 32, a
black freshman Democrat from Louisiana. He was elected from a
Z-shapcd district that stretches east and west from Baton Rouge,
then north from the Delta along the Mississippi River to the Arkansas border, then west all the way to Shreveport.
A federal court in Shreveport ruled last month that Fields' district was unconstitutionally drawn. But the Supreme Court lifted
the order for this year's election, allowing Fields to seek re-election
in November.
In Nort‘h Carolina, a court later went the opposite way. It
accepted two odd-shaped new districts that in 1992 elected blacks
to Congress for the first time this century. One of them snakes 160
miles along Interstate 85, and at points is not much wider than the
highway. The court said the new districts corrected past
discrimination.
In a third case, decided last week, three racially designed districts in Texas were struck down. Judges said they bore "the odious imprint of racial apartheid."
The Supreme Court is likely to use one or more of these cases to
lay down a new set of guidelines on how oddly a district can be
shaped to achieve racial representation.
Even before the court speaks again, the view is gaining strength
that minorities are not necessarily best served by districts crafted to
seat blacks or Hispanics — that they•might be better served by
helping elect white congressmen who must heed minority interests.
Charles Bullock, a political scientist at the University of Georgia, says draining black voters from a majority-white district can
invite the white congressman who subsequently represents that district to ignore the interests of blacks.
lithe congressman had a 10 or_20 percent minority constituency,
he said, "you might not have a person who votes 100 percent of
the time with the black agenda, but you'll get those votes from him
some of the time."
But with few minority constituents, "There are no black voters
for him to appeal to," Bullock said. "The legislator is being
responsive to his voters, which is what we expect our legislators to
do."
Carol Swain of Princeton, author of "Black Faces, Black Interests: African -Americans in Congress," argued, too, that trading a
seniority-laden white congressman who votes for black interests for
a newly minted black congressman "may not always be in the
black interest."
It comes down to the question of what "representation" means:
representatives who look like their constituents — or who don't,
but reflect the views of constituents.
"All of us are more likely to feel comfortable with an institution
that reflects the diversity of society," said Tim O'Rourke of Clemson University in South Carolina. Still, he noted, the most productive era for civil rights legislation was in the 1900s, when few
blacks sat in Congress.
Swain said the number of black congressman has reached its
likely peak. Only one district in America, in Philadelphia, remains
in which voting-age blacks constitute a majority but the representative, Rep. Tom Foglietta, D-Pa., is white.
•
Susan MacManus, a political scientist at the University of South
Florida, said white voters are increasingly willing to vote for
blacks.
Half of Florida's black state legislators and two of Florida's five
black state senators were elected from nonblack majority districts.
"That's very powerful," she said.
Douglas Wilder, who is black, got about 40 percent of the white
vote in his election as governor of Virginia in 1989. Sen. Carol
Moseley-Braun unseated a white incumbent on her way to winning
a Senate seat in 1992 from Illinois, where whites outnumber minorities 4-1. In predominantly white Missouri, Democrats have
selected a black man, Rep. Alan ,Wheat, as their Senate candidate.

Attention Washington!
PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20500
U.S. REP. TOM BARLOW
1533 Longworth Office Building, Washington. D.C. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510 •
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

Trivia takes hold in debates
WASHINGTON (AP) — In the
forum that 'ace shaped momentous issues — civil rights, war and
peace — trivia is taking hold,
surely enough that the senior
Democratic senator told the
Senate to beware lest it become
irrelevant.
That would be cruel judgment
on any politician, cruelest on the
side . of Congress where selfimportance tends to show.
Haggling on the crime bill
prompted Sen. Robert C. Byrd of
West Virginia to lecture his colleagues. "This is the type of
posturing which will ultimately
make the Senate an irrelevancy ...
in the life of this nation," he
warned.
"No Wonder people are frustrated with this Congress," said
Byrd. "We dither and we posture
and we insist on having our own
way." Too many 'nits and picks,
personal and partisan bickering,
he said.
Byrd has been known to do a
bit of that himself over 41 years
in Congress, 35 in the Senate.
But the issue is broader than nitpicking on any one bill. The
Senate's standing as an arena for
national debate already is diminished. That's not for lack of
debate; the words flow ceaselessly in what has been called the
cave of the winds.
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But they don't have the impact
of the era when senators could set
agendas, raising the questions
and pointing the course that led
to the end of the U.S. war in
Vietnam, overruling filibustering
Southern Democrats to pass a
landmark civil rights law 30
years ago, conducting the investigation that was pivotal in the
Watergate undoing of Richard M.
Nixon.
Democrats controlled Congress
then, as now, but couldn't and
didn't act alone at such turning
points. They needed, and had,
Republican voices and votes.
"It's becoming too hard to
reach across the aisle," said Sen.
Patrick J. Leahy, D-Vt. "In my
pearly 20 years here, I've seen
the Senate become more and
more partisan. It's bad for the
Republican Party, it's bad for the
Democratic Party, but it's worse
for the country."
In the House, which does the
heavy lifting on legislation

Delay, the filibuster, once sis "
the ultimate Senate weapon. NOV,
it is routine. The average number
of votes to limit debate is up so,fold over earlier decades.
Anyone with a gripe can staff
things, a tactic that is particu!arly•
effective near the end of a session, when time is running out
anyhow. And that's going to be
the situation when Congress
reconvenes on Sept. 12
EDITOR'S NOTE —
alter
R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The .4s.sociated
Press, has reported on
Washington and national pithtics for more than 30 .vears.

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
Messenger-Inquirer, Owensboro:
A handful of tobacco-rights advocates has embarrassed Owensboro in front of the entire nation.
The Kentucky Association of Tobacco Supporters, at an Aug. 27
rally, burned first lady Hillary Rodham Clinton in effigy.
Not surprisingly, the incident became a staple of CNN Headline
News' weekend coverage....
•
The besmirching of our community's reputation on national TV,
though, is merely a piece of the outrage most folks should feel at
this incident. It was mean, ugly and Contemptible. ...
Stan Arachikavitz, president of the tobacco-support group, does
not speak for the vast majority of Kentuckians and for such agricultural groups as the Farm Bureau that do represent the interests of

the majority of farmers. He undermines - the cause of those \•tio
oppose, fervently yet with civility and reason, the medical, politica!
and social tide that has turned so heavily against tobacco,
The debate over tobacco's fate is one with high Stakes for (ii." state, and our community. We can understand the fear and frustration of those whose livelihood and culture are built upon the crop
But there's absolutely no place in civil public debate for the rev
rehensible tactic of burning any figure, of any political persuasion.
in effigy. To make the first lady the target smacks additionall ut
the infantile sexism that seems to have prodded many to tx-,
unhinged.over the prominence of a smart, powerful woman in piihi
ic life: ...

We lead separate lives
Lecturing to a class of 15 undergraduates last year, I mentioned
Paul "Bear"Bryant. The glaze that
passed over the students' faces
puzzled me,and I paused to ask how
many of them knew who Bryant was
Only one of the 15 did. It reminded
me ofa similar scene a decade ago in
another class when I mentioned
Pearl Harbor.
In mid-August our office
gathered to celebrate a colleague's
birthday. While waiting for the cake
to-be passed,I asked if other famous
people shared this birthdate. No one
came to mind, but someone noted it
was the anniversary of Elvis's death.
Then,some half-dozen persons told
us where they had been when news
of Elvis's death came. I expressed
astonishment that so many people
recalled that day. One whispered to
me later that not only did he recall
where he was,but that he had started
for his car, determined to drive the
800 miles to Graceland. He said he
has always regretted that he turned
back.
As for more recent times, note
that of the 31 million viewers
riveted to 0. F. Simpson's Bronco
ride along the California freeways,
very few were young people. The
young simply don't know who 0.J.
Simpson is--or was. Their parents
and grandparents remembered him
as a celebrity and responded accordingly, as if they werer_Watching
Scarlet O'Hara and Rhett Butler
retreating south from the flaming
Atlanta, the rich and famous reduced to flight.
Fall and flight--a theme throughout history, from the falls of Adam
and Achilles to that of Nixon.
People are fascinated by it. No one
liked Job, because he refused to fall.
The most obvious point to the
anecdotes, of course, is that we
share very little history. We live
speparated lives and wind separated
ways, as if in separated worlds.
E.D.Hirsch,Jr.,a UVa scholar,a
few years back published an essay
on cultural illiteracy in "The American Scholar",and then turned it into
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Larry McGehee
Syndicated columnist
a best-selling book. He followed
that with a textbook and test suggesting a long list of historical and
literary events and figures that
ought be common currency in the
American realm. He recalled a day
not too-distant when schools taught
a "canon"-. "Julius Ceasar", Silas
Marner, Wordsworth, the Declaration of Independence, the Gettysburg Address, and the like.
Most schools in most places
taught mostly the same materials
and mostly at the same grades, and
in a mobile America, one could slip
easily in and out of several schools
when required by work and wars to
move.In the 1950's,seventy percent
of the people moved at.least once.
Orderliness or knowledge and
sharing of information among many
people appealed to Hirsch, as it did
and does to many others. His critics
unfairly over-sistplified his argument,as I bordefon doing here, but
at the heart of it was a search for a
"unum" to keep us "pluribus"
together. Having a history and a
language in common were supposed
to do that.
We lament to4:
40
1y a sizable slip-

page in the old standards of manners, morality,and civility. We need
to note, with -Hirsch, that the falling-away into our separated selves
extends beyond behavior and faiths
into language and history as well.
Ours is an Age of Enclaves, a
shattering and scattering of the
whole-body politic into molecules
of self-interest and self-protection
of like-minded atoms.
Enough said. A sense of loss,
tinged with sadness, is the expected
response to my Bear Bryant, Elvis
Presely, Pearl Harbor and 0. J.
Simpson stories. It has its difficulties: commonality is more easily
preach than achieved, and the question of "whose culture?" rears fears
of elitism and irrelevancies. The
point I actually set out to make is a
little more subtle, although maybe
only a variation of this obvious one.
What impresses me is that the
meansby whiich we learn things has
atanged so much. We used to dig
our knowedge out of books, or pass
it across backyard fences, or memorize it at family reunions.The old
modes of transmission have faded
away.
We learn mostly from television
•wtll

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on'our "Perspective" page by writing letters
.to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with be following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be more than 500 words.'Letters should be typewritten and double spaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
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because its rules arc designed for
action, not ponderous delay,leading lawmakers used to complain
about the attention given to
Senate heavyweights like Fulbright, Kennedy, Dirksen, Humphrey, Goldwater, Johnson,
Mansfield.
It's different in the era of the
talk show. Issues that once were
illuminated — or; at times, obfuscated — in Congress, especially
the Senate, now are argued on the
Sunday and breakfast-time TV
interview programs. Talk radio
shapes issues. The microphone is
a leveler and the hosts who control them set agendas.
"The Senate can be and should
be the conscience of the nation,"
Seior)Leahy said on just such a
1how. Instead, he said, it is
arked now by people seeking a
day's advantage, perhaps a spot
on the evening newscasts.
"And I think the talk shows
have people all worked up,"
added Sen. Alan Simpson, RWyo., "because you cannot

desvribe the conipic• •
through in 10 'e'nd
t!
The trisiality do•-sn'!
long. ()tie image 01 theAli. I,
debate is Of Sell
D'Amato, R-N V.. singing J I
ody song about pork. a
moment that will stick
Familiarity is part id t!!,
change. It's all on television. I. ,c
on C-Span, tape on the rid
ri,
TV came to the House in 14 "f.
the Senate in 1986. fird ;aimplained of a ruinous publt,. display of partisanship on the ,.rime
bill. Simpson said the TV spots
often make it look as though
"we're all out to lurk•h or off the
wall or in zoos."

sets. That is where most ot .-\t,i oLa
spends the bigger hunk ot Os
and nights. Television. t.'1\
central in the dens of our horn; - a,
fires were in cave -dwellers
We loathe to leave thou.
warms US. -If we really want to know hat
culture is like today,and if we really
want to sec a case of where stud \ Ing
the past can help us understand our
present, we ought to be studying
those prehistoric days, instead of
lamenting life in these postmodern
times.
We have been drifting. on a
current growing ever faster, h.t,. kwards into primitive condition,. in
which nearly everything-4..Ith,
manners, government, cducation,
economics, language—has to t-'-in
vented all o'er again and forL';'-1.,:d
to us for our mutual survival
Out of the utter necessity of lis ing
together or of dying separately we
are being pressed backward in time
to that pre-history moment when the
experiential was no longer enoiigh
and the experimental had to be tried
There was no longer the question of
individuals holding their ov.n.
Everyone conceded that some kind
of society had to be built, some
individualism sacrificed. Some
tried to build civilization with conflict, only to find that when they
killed others, those others tried to
kill in return.
That led to trying to build by
consensus, through rules, institutions, and contracts—harder than
making war, but in the long run,
when successful, infinitely safer.
The point of my anecdotes,and of
my reading of Hirsch, is a simple
one. Cultures don't come easily or
even naturally. They-arc the products of great masses of people with
survival at stake working •hard in
common to invent a common culture.
We havejust begun to peek out of
our caves. The hard work of getting
together is ahead. Surely we can
connect for something other than to
watch one another fall.
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'Heart-Smart' menus listed
by hospital for coming week
Murray-Calloway County Hospital has a program called "HeartSmart" for its menus in the
cafeteria.
The program is designed following the guidelines of American Heart Association and
American Dietetic Association.
For more information about the
menus and a special senior citizen diner card, call Anne New -

HOSPITAL

REPORTS
Dismissals and one expiration
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Thursday, Sept. I, have
been released as follows:
Dismissals
Luther Swift, Britthaven Nursing
Home, Benton; Darrin McGinnis, 214
North Fifth St., Mayfield; Miss Patricia
J McClure, 305 Sandra, Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. Karen S. Larson, Rt. 1, Box
161B, Cottage Grove, Tenn.; Miss
Melissa A. Gray, 312 Cedar Knob Rd.,
Benton; David A. Carlson, 408 South
16th St., Murray;
Mrs. Karen S. Robertson and baby
boy,. 106 Fairview Pl., Paris; Tenn.;
Miss Leigh A. Parker and baby boy.
Rt. 7, Box 716, Murray, •
John Fitzgibbon, Rt. 7, Box 268,
Murray, Jared Lassiter, Rt. 1, Box 624
Dexter; Miss Lena V. Siever, Rt. 5.
Box 254, Murray;
. Mrs. Kitty Lee, 816 East 14th St..
Benton; Paul W. Burkeen, Rt. 1, Box
528, Dexter; Mrs. Myrtie J. Kelley,
1367 Oak Level Rd., Benton;
Mrs. Velma L. Myers, Rt. 6, Box
108, Murray; William P. Camp, 904
Vine St., Murray; Frank E. Myers, 133
Marthia Rd., Hardin.

Expiration
J.C. Dunn Jr., 308 North 18th St
Murray:,

JO'S DATEBOOK

herr). R D . lood sers ice director
at the hospital.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Foods marked with an • are
heart-smart selections. Menus for
Monday. Sept. 5, through Sunda), Sept II, are as follows:
Monday
Prime sea strips, 'salmon patties,
sliced roast beef 'turnip greens, 'pinto
beans 'glazed carrot coins, *seasoned green beans, chicken and nce

Senior Citizens plan activities
Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens have activities planned for the
coming week at Weaks Center at 607 Poplar St., Murray. The center
will be closed Monday for Labor Day. Exercise will be at 9 a.m. on
Wednesday and Friday. Tuesday events will include a devotion at 10
a.m. by the Rev. Bill Miller (If Sugar Creek Baptist Church. Pinochle
will be at 1 p.m. Wednesday. Grandparents' Day will be celebrated
Thursday and grandchildren of seniors that come to the center are
asked to write a letter about how your grandparents affected your life
to be mailed to 607 Poplar St., Box 105, Murray, KY 42071. Friday
events will be breakfast at 8:30 a.m. and new Bridge club at 1 p.m.
Lunch is served each day at 11:30 a.m. Senior Citizens is a United
, Way agency.

SOup

Tuesday
'Lemon Baked Fish Filet, Wet stew,
breaded chicken strips, 'whipped potatoes, 'sauteed yellow squash, corn hitters, 'petite brussel sprouts, cram of
potato soup
Wednesday
'Baked potato bar' - _beef stroganoff, 'Chinese chicken, chili, broccoli
wicheese sauce, 'fluffy rice, 'green
beans almondine, 'breaded
mushrooms, 'Lumberjack vegetable
soup
Thursday
'Gingered 'chicken, breast, breaded
fish sandwich, country smothered
steak, squash casserole, 'steamed
broccoli spears, 'field peas w/snaps,
cinnamon apples, onion rings, Wisconsin cheese soup.
Friday
"Italian Festival" - shrimp marinara,
spaghetti Wmeatballs, fettucine altredo, meatloaf, 'baked fish w/dill butter,
garlic bread, 'whipped potatoes,
breaded cauliflower, 'white beans,
'whole baby carrots, black bean and
rice soup.
Saturday
Sweet and sour pork, 'roasted
breast of turkey, corned beef hash,
'fluffy rice, cornbread dressing, 'seasoned green beans, 'escalloped tomatoes, soup of the day.
Sunday
Roasted pork loin, 'chicken suisse,
Johnny Marzetti, garlic bread, 'baked
potato. 'steamed broccoli spears,
cream style corn, sweet potato casserole. soup of the day.
The menus are subject to change
without notice, Newberry added.

Dr. James M. Byrn
announces the association of

Dr. David Jaco

Health Express lists stops

Pictured In front of Mt. Rushmore National Memorial Park showing the
faces of Presidents Washington, Jefferson, Roosevelt and Lincoln are,
from left, Chase Fisher, Murrell Madrey, Candice Fisher and Channing
Fisher. Also In the traveling party were Kathleen and Donn Fisher and
Robbie Fisher.

Western trip taken
Murrell Madrey has recently
returned from a tour of the western states with her daughter and
husband, Kathleen and Donn
Fisher, and children, Candice,
Chase and Channing, and Donn's
mother, Robe Fisher of
Bardwell.
The group traveled through
Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska, South
Dakota, Wyoming and Colorado.
Mrs. Madrey said they arrived
at the Bad Lands just before
sunset and said it was very beautiful. After the sunset, a full moon
rose and the beauty was indescribable, she added..
She said they drove 35 miles
that night in the Bad Lands, and
went back the next morning to
enjoy the scenery.
Another outstanding place visited • was Mt. Rushmore. They
attended the outdoor theater for
the story of the four faces of the
four great American presidents,
Washington, Jefferson, Roosevelt

WE'VE GOTCHA COVERED!

NINGS
Pick and choose from many
colors 9nd shapes.
Designed to fit your business
or residential needs.
104 S. 13th St. Murray, KY .
502-753-8085 1-800-458-3993

in the practice of Optometry
106 North Sixth Street
Murray, Ky. • 753-2842

Affiliated with Bill's Upholstery
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and Lincoln. "The beauty was
amazing when the lights were
turned on after the drama," she
said.
The group had breakfast in the
dining room at Mt. Rushmore
where the movie, "North by
Northwest,' was filmed.
Other special points of interest
were Black Hills of South Dakota, Custer State- Park, Needles,
Drive Highway, and 18-mile
wildlife Loop Road, where they
saw buffalo herds, pronghorn
antelope, deer, mountain goats,
big horn sheep, prairie dogs and
birds.
At Yellowstone National Park
they saw "Old Faithful" Geyser
as it erupted, and stayed at the
Old Faithful Hotel where they sit
out that night and watched the
geysers.
The last day there, Donn,
Chase and a guide went fishing
and caught their limit. The guide
dressed the fish and they cooked
them at the hotel that night for
the group.
While they were fishing, the
remainder of the group went on a
bus tour of Yellowstone National
Park to see many awesome
sights, including upper and lower
-falls, deer, elk,.moose, and many
other animals.
The guild told them that one
time it snowed in Yellowstone on
Aug. 25, and ever since that day
has been celebrated. He said the
snow as so deep, no one could
get to work.
Enroute home, the group visited Grand Teton National Park,
the Eisenhower Library and
Childhood Home, and many other
interesting and scenic places.
Mrs. Madrey said "the memories of the trip will last for a life
time."

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will make
Istops on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, Sept. 6, 7 and 8.
'Offered will be blood pressure checks, pulse, vision and glaucoma
screenings. Also available will be a Stool for Ocault Blood Screening
Kit at cost of $4.'The express will be at Dees Bank of Hazel from
8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and at Hillery's Country Store at Crossland from 1
to 3 p.m. on Tuesday. On Wednesday, the express will be at Chestnut
Hills Shopping Center, Murray, from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to
3 p.m. Thursday's stops will be at City Hall at Henry, Tenn., from 9
to 11 a.m, and at Senior Citizens Center at Big Sandy, Tenn., from 1
to 2:30 p.m.

Cancer Support Group will meet
Cancer Support Group will have an educational meeting on Tuesday, Sept. 6, at 3 p.m. in private dining room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. For information call Nancy Rose R.N. and Hospice
Director, or Mary Linn, MSN and Clinical Specialist, at 762-1100.

Bereavement Support Group will meet
Bereavement Support Group will meet Tuesday, Sept. 6, at 4:3.0
p.m. in Education Unit, Classroom 2, Third Floor, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. For more information call Nancy Rose, Hospice
Director, at 762-1389.

Shiloh singing on Monday
Shiloh Christian Assembly will have a fellowship and singing on
Monday, Sept. 5, at 7 pin. at the church, located on Highway 1550,
1 2 miles from Highway 94 East. The singers will be the Gospel
1/
Singing Outreach from Fredonia Holiness Church at Fredonia. The
Rev. Roy L. Balentine, pastor, invites the public to attend.

Genealogical Society will meet
Calloway County Genealogical Society will nreet Tuesday, Sept. 6,
at 4 p.m. in Annex of Calloway County Public Library. Officers for ;
1994-95 will be elected, and the constitution will be presented. Dues,
of $10 per person are due at this meeting. All interested persons are
invited to attend.

Camping club plans special dinner
A special reunion dinner of all persons who were ever members of
Good Sam and Twin Lakes Camping Clubs in this area will be Tuesday, Sept. 6, at 6:30 p.m. at Seven Seas Restaurant. Persons can have
the grand buffet or order from the menu. For more information call
Larue Wallace, 753-1353, or Dortha Jones, 753-4580.

Need Line needs more new items
Need Line is in need of special items for preparation of food
baskets for clients and for supplies for the school children. Pantry
items needed include crackers, instant potatoes, powdered milk, and
canned fruit. School supplies needed include two pocket folders plain,
two pocket folders with prongs, erasers, and pointed school scissors.
"Clients continue to need food baskets and school supplies," said
Kathie Gentry, executive director. These may be taken to the Need
Line office, located on the ground floor of Wcaks Community Center.

Sesquicentennial Chorus plans rehearsals
A Sesquicentennial Community Chorus, organized Sunday, will
have its third rehearsal on Tuesday, Sept. 6, from 7 to 8 p.m. in the
meeting, room of Calloway County Public Library. This is being
organized to sing for the Court House Square Heritage Celebration on
.Saturday, Sept. 17. The chorus is open to all who would like to sing
choral music popular in Murray within the 150-year period. Any one
who would like to a part of this celebration be at the library on Friday.
Other practice dates, will be Sept. 8, 9, 12 and 16.

Story Hours are scheduled

THEATRES

Story Hours will be held at the Calloway County Public Library on
Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 6 and 7, according to Sandy Linn,
youth services director for the library. The theme will be "Pancakes."
Parents and Twos are at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours-at 10:30 a.m. on
both days. The library will be closed Monday for Labor Day holiday.
For more information call the library at 753-2288.

Parents Anonymous Tue$day
1:30
3:40
7:10
9:20

The Wilk
(PG13)

Camp Nowhere
(PG)

1:30

3:30
7:15
9:15

1:30
3:20
7:00
9:00

The local chapter of Parents Anonymous will meet at 6 p.m. on
Tuesday, Sept. 6. For more information call 753-0082.

Coffee Break Tuesday
A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church on Tuesday, Sept. 6, at 9:30 a.m. This weekly event is for all
interested persons who meet for Bible study and refreshments.

FIRST CHRISTIAN
CHURCH
(Disciples of Christ)

In The
Army Now
(PG)

"Wedding Memories That Last Forever"
• Call Today for an Appointment •

Harry & Lance Allison •607 S. 4th St. • Murray•753-8809
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Bargain Matinees Sat.& Sun. Only
MSU Nights -Tues. & Wed.
Bargain Night is Thursday
Rent )(Jur moviessat the movies!
1098 Ch..st nut • 733.3311
Open 11:am to 10:pm

N. 5th St.

753-3824

FALL SCHEDULE
- Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship - 10:45 a.m.
Starting Sunday, September 4, 1994
•••••• •• -
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Saturday, Sept. 3
Murray High School Class of 1979
.eunioe activities Ni planned today
Spngle Too.6 15 p m ,JCPenney parkng lot to go to Hong Kong Restaurant
and Maggi• s Jungle Golf
it 753-7663 753-0251 or 753-8205
Singles Organizational Society
SOSti4 30 p m /Chamber of Commerce to go to eat and movie at Paducah
flfo 753-0224 or 437-4414
Mery Griffin Theater/3 45 and 6 45
„in across from Players Riverboat
as,no
Metropolis,
Ill
,-00 1-800-935-7700
Sesquicentennial Shop open/10
3 rn -noon east side of courtsquare
nfo 753-3649
Temple Lodge No 276 Free and
Accepted Masons/7 30 p m meeting/
lodge hall
AA arid Al-Anon open meeting/8
p m./American Legion building, South
sixth and Maple Streets
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314
Charlton reunion Puryear Community
Center. Potluck about 12.30 p.m.
Cavilt reunion/11 a.m.-5
p miCourthouse Pavilion, MurrayCalloway County Park.
Cochrum reunion/10 a.m./Farmington
Community Center.
Scheriffius reunion/Weaks Community Center: Potluck at noon.
Alma School r•union/2
p.m./Calloway County, High School
Cafeteria.
Kirksey School;eonion/6 p.m.ICurris
Center, Murray •State University. .
Brewer* School reunion/5
p.m/Marshall County High* School.
Murray Moose Lodge events include
Dance/8 p.m.-midnight.
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St./open 5 to 11 p.m. Info/
753-TEEN.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
open 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Admission free.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3A133.
Land Between the Lakes events
include KWW Arts and Crafts Show/10
a.m.-6 p.m./Fenton area; Spin and
Knit/2 p.m./Homeplace-1850; Snakes
Alive/1 p.m., Eagles Up Close/2 p.m.,
Red Wolves/Coyotes/3 p.m./Nature
Center; City of Stars/1, 2 and 3
p m./Golden Pond Visitor Center.
Info/1-800-455-5897.
Sunday, Sept. 3
Mr. and Mrs. T.G. Shelton 50th
anniversary reception/2-4 p.m./home
-at 1709 Calloway. Couple requests
guests not bring gifts.
Four Rivers Music Friends/2
p.m./Annex of Calloway County Public
Library. Info/753-6979 or 753-9450.
Dick family reunion/home of Glenda
Jennings, Prifyrear, Tenn. Potluck
about 1 p.m.
Grogan family reunion/11:30
a.m./University Church of Christ.
Brown family reunion/12:30
p.m./Marshall County Senior Citizens'
Center, Benton.
Barnes family reunion/Vacation Club
International at Canton. Potluck about
1 p.m.
Korean Worship Service/4 p.m./First
Presbyterian Church.
AMVETS Auxiliary/2 p.m./Post 45 at
Paris Landing.
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Sunday, Sept. •
First Amendment meeting 3
p m Cailoway County Pubric Library
infor753-9892 or 753-8618
AA end Al-Anoniciosed meetings/9
a m and 4 p m ,American Legion
Building
South Sixth and
Mapieinfo/753-8136 or 435-4314
National Scouting MuSeum.'Open
12 30-4 30 pm info/762-3383
Mery Grift.n Theater/3 45 and 6 45
p m /across from Players Riverboat
Ill
Metropolis
Casino
Info/1-800-935-7700
Land Between the Lakes events
include KWW Arts and CDatts
Show/10 a.m.-6 p.m./Fenton area,
Deer Up Close/10 a.m., Canine
Communication/1 p.m., Eagles Up
Close/1 p.m., Red Wolves/Coyotes/3
p.m./Nature Center, Adams Off
Ox/1:30 p.m./Homeplace-1850; City of
Stars/114,M., 1, 2 and 3 p.m./Golden
Pond Visitor Center; LBL Tennessee
homecoming/Buffalo Range Picnic
p m.
Area/9
a . m -5
Info/1-800-455-5897.
Monday, Sept. 5
Murray Ledger & Times will publish
an early edition today with office to- •
'—
close at noon
All s..,61s in Calloway County and
Murrer City closed today for Labor
Day holiday.
Calloway County Band Boosters/5:30
p.m/Sirloin Stockade. Note change
from Tuesday to Monday.
Murray State University classes dismissed and administrative offices
closed for Labor Day holiday.
Calloway County Public Library
closed today fOr Labor Day holiday.
Murray City Hall closed today for
Labor Day holiday. Police and firemen
on duty,.
Calloway County Courthouse and
Annex closed today for Labor Day holiday:Sheriffs' deputies on duty.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons/7:30 p.m.Aodge hall.
Single Too/6:30 p.m./Pagliai's.
Info/753-7663, 753-0251, or 753-8205.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Puppets/8 p.m.
Hazel Center/dosed for holiday for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center/closed for holiday for
senior citizens' activities.
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30 p.m./Water Valley
Community Center.
AA and Al-Anon closed discussion
meeting/8 p.m/American Legion Building, South Sixth and Maple Streets.
-Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Land Between the Lakes events
include KWW Arts and Crafts Show/10
a.m.-6 p.m./Fenton area; City of
Stars/11 a.m. and 2 p.m./Golden Pond
Visitor Center; Eagles Up Close/2
p.m., Red Wolves/Coyotes/3
p.m./Woodlands Nature Center.
Info/1-800455-5897.
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Call 753-9500

By JO BURKEEN
Staff Writer

United States Navy photo
To enforce United Nations sactions against Haiti, the Navy is using one
of its more recent additions to the fleet, coastal patrol ships. TheSe
small, fast ships are designed to support Navy special warfare. Electrician's Mate First Class Robert Jones is stationed on one of the ships
tasked with this mission, USS Cyclone. Jones and his fellow shipmates
have been Making the Navy's presence felt in the waters off Haiti since
May as part of Operation Support Democracy. Jones, son of Barry and
Diane Jones of Rt. 5, Benton, said besides having a role in protecting
his,ship, "I'm the main propulsion engine assistant for the ship." The
32-year-old -sailor said since he enlisted, "I've gained a lot of personal
and professional satisfaction and gratification out of being in the
Navy."

WalletTgirl born here
Mr. and Mrs. Malcom Waller
of 1205 Shoemaker Rd., Benton,
are the parents of a daughter,
Jailyn Michelle Waller, born on
Monday, Aug. 29, at 6:02 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

ihe baby weighed eight
pounds five ounces and measured
20 inches. The mother is the former Andreina Judd.
Grandparents are Ivan and Carol Judd of Benton and Willie and
Malcom Waller of Lufkin, Texas.
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Menus for the Nutrition Program for the Elderly and Meals on
Wheels for the week of Sept. 5 to
9 have been released through the
office of Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Program, Inc.
Meals will be served at 12
noon, Tuesday through Friday, at
Hazel and Weaks Centers. -Meals
will be sent to private homes
each week day. Also a frozen
meal was sent out for Monday,
Labor Day, when the sites will be
closed.
Menus are as follows:
Monday
Frozen meal - meat loaf, corn, broccoli and cheese casserole, roll, mar-

Janne, chocolate cake, milk, coffee or
tea
Tuesday
Cheeseburger, seasoned potato
wedges, sliced tomatoes, onions and
dill spears, bun, margarine, tropical
fruit mix, milk, coffee or tea.
Wednesday
Salisbury steak, mashed potatoes,
creamy cole slaw, hot roll, margarine,
ice cream on-site, pudding for homebound, milk, coffee or tea.
Thursday
Chicken breast strips, baked potato
with cheese sauce, green beans, hot
roll, margarine, cantaloupe, milk, coffee or tea. •
Friday
Kentucky Hot Brown, potato
wedges, spinach salad, toast, margarine, baked apples, milk, coffee or tea.
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We welcome everyone to visit us at our
new location and
check out our new
fall line-up.
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Seaboard Farms; to
Mrs. Leigh Ann (;r
to Raymond Grady.
own catering ha,in,'
Steely, 3

County' ritg-h School.
grandson. Taylor'
Pre% 1s

agents in home econonii.s 11.1%,
been Mrs. Hicks, Jean Cloar
letta Wrather and
Rov.land.

EARN
6.00%
MONTHLY INTEREST
CHECKS NOW AVAILABLE!!!
TAX-DEFEKKED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CHARGES APPLY,

FARM
BUREAU
INVESTMENTS

Elderly menus listed

LADIES FINE APPAREL

aIs

Jane Harrison Steely has been
appointed as Calloway County
Extension Agent for Home Economices by the University of
Kentucky Cooperative Extension
Service.
Her official duties in this new
position started Sept. I. The position has been vacant since Karen
Hicks left for Corbin in August
1993.
Mrs. Steely has been serving as
Calloway County Extension
Agent for 4-H Youth Development for the past 18 years.
The new home economics
agent will be working with the
various homemakers clubs in the
county and conducting special
interest programs and projects for
other individuals in, the
community.
There are now 13 homemaker
dubs in Calloway County. They
are Friendship, Harris Grove,
New Concord, Pacers, Paris
Road, Penny, Pottertown, Progressive, South Murray, South
Pleasant Grove, Suburban, Town
and Country, and Wadcsboro.
Steely said "I am looking for...vawrd to the new position and
v.prkin with a Afferent group of clientele."
Mrs. Steely said she welcomes
inquiries about the homemakers
organizations. The clubs will start
meeting this ropnth and any interested persons may visit the County Extension office in the Wcaks
Community Center, or call
753-1452 or 753-1456.

Mrs. Steely, a graduate al Fat
mington High School, rec.civc,'
,her degree in home e.onniono.
from Murray State L iti.er,i!‘
She taught school in Cr..,
County S.hools before
.0.
her work with 4-11 dc‘
here. She is th dauet
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School Meals

Bob
Cornelison

We serue education euery day,.

/IP

NO
Gimicks, Games or Contests

JUST
Old Fashioned Bible Preaching, Praying and Singing

AT
Murray Baptist Mission
.
201 S. 6th Si.
(Next to Human Resptirces Bldng
Sunday School
Prcaching

Murray
Sun. Eve.
10:00 A:M
Wed Fve.
10:45 A.M.
Pan in Hall, Pastor
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SPORTS
Trigg upsets Murray High
Wildcats survive first quarter
to topple Tigers 17-14 in OT
By,. MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer

"We get the early leads and
then we just quit playing," Fisher
said. "We don't play with a lot of
intensity after we get ahead. I've
said all along that this team had
to establish.its own identity, and
we've got to have someone come
out and pick things up.
"My philosophy is that games
are lost, not won, and we didn't
take care of the football tonight
and found a way to lose," he said.
"We not only had to worry about
beating the other team, but also
about beating ourselves. People
are misjudging us. We're not that
good right now."
The Tigers looked pretty good
in the first quarter, though. After

N'ou couldn't blame Rick
Fisher for wanting to keep the
entire game confined to just one
quarter.
After all, the Murray High
coach has watched his squad
jump out to quick 14-0 leads in
the opening stanza of both games
this season, only to see the squad
let the advantage slip away.
The Tigers managed to win
their season opener despite losing
a two-touchdown edge, but
couldn't do it twice as they
dropped a 17-14 decision to
Trigg County at Ty Holland Stadium Friday night in overtime.

recovering a Trigg fumble at tne
Wildcat 31 just one-and-a-half
minutes into the game, Murray
needed just three plays to score.
On third and seven from the 24,
quarterback Allen Thompson
completed a pass to James Foster,
who fumbled the ball into the end
zone. But disaster was averted as
Murray's Ted Booth fell on the
ball for a touchdown at the 9:28
mark. Greg Miller added the
point-after- kick'for a 7-0 lead.
Three series went by before
Murray got on the board again,
set up by Booth, who returned a
punt all the way back to the Trigg
14-yard line. Chris Cheaney then
received the ball on consecutive
plays, the latter resulting in a
10-yard touchdown run at the
3:04 mark. Miller's point-after
kick was again accurate, and
111 See Page 7

Trigg 17, MURRAY 11, OT
TRIGG
MURRAY

00 07 07 00 03 — 17
14 00 00 00 00 — 14
1st Quarter
M — Ted Booth fumble recovery in end zone
(Greg Miller kick); 9.28.
N — Chns Cheaney 10 run (Miller kick),
304.
2nd Quarter
T — Pat Brady 4 run (Bengt Reynolds kick).
520
3rd Quarter
T — Tim Bush 11 run (Reynolds luck): 249.
Overtime
T — Reynolds 26 held goal.
• • • •
TEAM STATS
MURRAY
5
TRIGG
First
R
18
s
59n
33
Rushes
56
Rushing Yards
195
1-8-1
4-13
19
Passing Yards45
ng
75
Total Yards
240
4-20
Penalties
3-21
52
Fumbles/Lost
3/3
• • • •
INDIVIDUAL STATS
RUSHING — (Murray) Olive 8-32, Cheaney
6-20 TIY, R Weatherly 3-5, Booth 1-5 TD,
Thompson 8-0, Sanchez 7+6). (Trigg)
Grubbs 19-94. Bush 18-53 TD, Brady 11-32
TO, Titus Phillips 4-18, Butts 1-11, Tyler
8-1-13)
PASSING — (Murray) Thompson 1-8-1 10.
(Trigg) Tyler 4-13 45.

MARK YOUNG/Ledger It tunas photo

Murray senior running back Chris Chesney looks for yardage against
Trigg County Friday night.

LAKERS WIN 42-0
Calloway dominates
Tomcats in trenches
for season's first win
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

Jody Kelso, left, relaxes on the bench in the fourth quarter with his Calloway County teammates after rushing for 150 yards and scoring three
TD's in Friday night's 42-0 win.

VOLUNTEER

TOOLS

1-800-LUNG-USA
AMER4CAN LUNG ASSOCIAllON•
,
of Kentml,

By Jerry
Soon it is going to be fall. With
the return of fall many people
will start thinking about crafts
more than in the summer. Now
would be a great time to pick up
that tool that you want or need.
Whether its a drill press or a
plate joiner Trees Lumber has
the best selection of power tools
in the area. All crafts need to be
sanded and Tress Lumber has 10
different power tools for sanding,
-from a table top belt disk sander
to a triangle shaped detail sander for all those hard to reach
areas. The one sander that is the
most versatile is the random
orbit sander and Treas carries
the Bosch 3283DUS - 5" dustless
random orbit sander. With the
micron paper this sander can
sand hard wood until it shines
without a finish. You can wax
and polish wood or paint with
this sander. You really need to
see this sander to understand
everything it can do. Stop by
Trees to see the Bosch 328 DUS
and all the other great sanding
equipment that is in stock.

WE'LL HELP
YOU EARN
$30,000 FOR
COLLEGE.
Now the Army can
help you earn more than
ever before for college,
if you qualify...up to
S30,000 with the Montgomery GI Bill Plus the
Army College Fund.
This could be the perfect opportunity to earn
the mone)Y you need for
college and develop the
qualities that will help you
succeed once you get
there. For more information, call your local Army
Recruiter.
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Treas Lthts,
Doan center.
114t1 Air Shopping Center
Murray

759-1390
Too (1.*****, Nam

pussy am* Owdo•

(901) 644-9021

ft

Other Lettatione
Boatels & Lake'City
71.11,4;
Net. 11•4:
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00 00 00 00 — 00
NORTONVILLE — The last
1st Quarter
C
—
Jody
Kelso
4
pass from Sam Amett
time Calloway County looked
(Tyler Bohannon kick); 902.
up and saw 42-0 glaring from
C — Kelso 37 run (Bohannon kick); 447.
the scoreboard they were trail- C — Jared Lencki 12 pass from Arnett
(Bohannon kick); 2:00.
ing — at Owensboro in the
2nd Quarter
C — Kelso 18 run (Bohannon kick) 948.
1993 Class AAA playoffs.
C — Brad Lowe 34 pass from Amen (BohanCalloway rallied that night to non kick); 6:55.
3rd Otlarter
cut the final margin to 42-34,
C — Jeff Smith 7
and they've been playing excel- non kick); 5:14. pass from Amen (Bohan• • • •
lent football ever since.
Coming off of a quality per- CALLOWAY TEAM STATS S. HOPKINS
t First Downs
8
formance in a season-opening 18
29
Rushes
41
loss to Murray High, Calloway
Rushing
118
10115-1
0-4-1
continued its solid play Friday 2°
174
Passing
gsYi nYagards
Yards
0
night to claim their first win of 375
118
4-40
Penalties
4-40
the season in a 42-0 drubbing of
2/1
Fumbles/Lost
3/2
South Hopkins.
• • • •
INDIVIDUAL
STATS
"We had to have it," said
RUSHING —
Ketso 12-150 2TD,
Laker head coach Billy Mitch- S. Arnett 2-17,(Calloway)
Lowe 5-16, D. Bugden 8-15,
D
Arnett
2-3.
(South Hopkins) Stafford
ell, tired of so-called moral vic15-51. Harmon 9-37.
tories. "The kids have practiced PASSING — (Calloway)
S. Arnett 10-15-1
hard and they've" played hard. 174 4TD. (South Hopkins) Willett 0.4-1 0.
RECEIVING — (Calloway) Lowe 5-77 TD,
We had to put together a good Lencki 2-58 ID, Smith 1-7 TD, Kelso 2-7 TO,
ballgame."
Laker quarterback Sam
total yards against their outArnett threw four touchdown
manned Class A toys.
passes and running back Jody
Kelso scored three as the once • See Page 7
unoffensive Lakers piled up 375

Johnson predicts Super Bowl
The Associated Press
On the eve of the NFL's 75th
season, Jimmy Johnson has an
idea of how it may end.
'I se' the Raiders and the
Cowboys in the Super Bowl,"
the former Dallas coach said.
"I see it being a tight ballgame, with the Cowboys being
penalized for having 12 men on
the field — the 12th being Jerry
Jones — putting the Raidea in
field position, kicking the field

goal. Raiders win it," he said.
Johnson quit the Cowboys after
their second straight Super Bowl
win last season. He left following
a simmering feud with Jones, the
team owner, and took a job as a
studio analyst for Fox's telecasts
of NFC games.
Barry Switzer will get his first
crack. at NFL football when he
coaches the Cowboys In their
opener Sunday at Pittsburgh.
Meanwhile, new Arizona coach

Buddy Ryan will lead the Cardinals at the Los Angeles Rams.
In other games, it will be the
New York Jets at Buffalo, Philadelphia at the New York
Giants, Minnesota at Green Bay,
Kansas City at New Orleans,
New England at Miami, Atlanta
at Detroit, Houston at Indianapolis, Cleveland at Cincinnati, Tampa Bay at Chicago, Seattle at
Washington and San Diego at
Denver.
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Nobody can 'protect yokit,

RACER
ATHLETIC ASSOC.
MEETING
Tuesday • September 6th
5:30 p.m. at...

,HOME
any better than
ws can!

•

Look for us for quality Homeowners
Insurance, including Renters and Condominium Package Plans. We feature
very attractive rates, discounts, and
valuable additional items such -as
Inflation Protection. Call us today'
•

State Auto
Insurame

Hear Coach Houston Nutt speak
before the 1994 Home Opener
this.Thursday vs. Western- Kentucky
•THE PUBLIC IS INVITED TO ATTEND •

Van Helmstedt

•

Holton, Melugin
8 Haverstock
,211 S. 12th

Ile. ...Alms

The Los Angeles Raiders play
at San Francisco on Monday
night.
Dallas went just 2-3 in the
exhibition season. But the Cowboys played Emmitt Smith and
Michael Irvin little in the preseason and center Mark Stepnoski,
coming off knee surgery, did not
play at all.
"Maybe it's good we didn't
play well," Switzer says. "It left
a bad taste in our mouths. It
could help us when we go out
and play Pittsburgh."
The game at Three Rivers Stadium matches teams that have
each won four ,Super Bowls.
"I can't wait for this game,"
said Steelers cornerback Rod
Woodson, named to the NFL's
all-time all-star team. "I've been
waiting all year."

AszA AUTO
RENTAL

SPOirft
GRILL

753-3415

Ilk". -Al\ II\

• Daily 84. Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us fsor Rates

Holland Motor Sales
last Main St.

753-4461
4. Alm •••• •k•
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CALLOWAY 12, S. Hopkins 0
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Baseball commissioner: Settle strike soon or forget
By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writor
NEW YORK (AP) - The
remainder of the baseball season
should be canceled unless there is
an agreement between owners
and players within a week, acting
commissioner Bud Selig said
Friday.
Selig, in a telephone interview
from his office in Milwaukee,
said he *formed union head
Donald Fehr of the Sept. 9 date
during a telephone call Friday.

Selig, however, said the owners'
decision on the termination date
wasn't final.
"This appears to me to be the
most pragmatic approach, but
we'll discuss it early next week,"
Selig said. "If you work the
calendar back, it appears to be a
logical date."
The sides have not met since
Aug. 25 and no bargaining sessions are scheduled. There have
been just two meetings since the
strike began on Aug. 12.

Selig's announcement threatens
the World Series, which has been
played annually since 1905. The
expanded playoffs were scheduled to stan Oct. 4 and Selig
said the clubs felt a pennant race
was necessary before a
postseason.
The Major League Baseball
Players Association said it was
not asked for any input by Selig.
"That's his decision to make. I
guess," said Eugene Orca, the
union's associate general counsel.

linebackers."
The best running back on the
"I guess over at Lone Oak my
field Friday night was Kelso.
first year we had one of these,"
The senior carried 12 times for
Mitchell said of the blowout, 150 yards and two touchdowns.
which moved Calloway to 1-1 on
His first TD came on a four-yard
the season. "But it was not like). pass from Arnett on the Lakers'
this.
initial drive of the game.
"This is what we were looking
"Kelso's a good runner,"
for tonight. All phases of our
Mitchell said. "He's got quick
game were sharp."
moves, and tonight he looked
To note the Lakers' improvefast."
ment, South Hopkins toppled the
Calloway tacked on 14 more
Lakers 13-7 last year at Jack D. points in the first quarter, the first
Rose Stadium. In that game, runcoming on a Kelso 37-yard run
ning back Jewell Stafford ran for
and the second a 12-yard pass
170 yards. In the payback game
from Arnett to Jared Lencki.
off the Western Kentucky Park"We got off to the good start
way, Stafford was held to 51
and then everything started to go
frustrating yards on 15 carries.
our way," said Mitchell. "There's
"That was our main concern,"
not really one individual you
Mitchell said of the Tomcats'
could point to. Everyone played
193-pound senior tailback. "He well tonight."
Calloway's offensive line conkept the football on us last year
trolled the game from start to finand ran over us. We slowed him
ish, opening up huge holes for
down this year with our

Kelso and Brad Lowe, while giving Arnett time to set up and
throw.
Arnett, who now has thrown
for six touchdowns and 371 yards
in the first two games, finished
Friday night's game with 174
yards on 10 of 15 passing.
Calloway extended the lead to
28-0 in the second quarter when
Kelso scored on an 18-yard run.
-Lowe hauled in a 34-yard scoring
pass from Arnett midway through
the quarter for the 34th point.
Tyler Bohannon tacked on the
fifth of his six PAT's to make it
35-0.
In the first half, Calloway's
defense gave up just 79 total
yards and five first downs. Linebackers Dallas Rice and Tim
Brickey, back for the first time
from a stress fracture in his right
leg, recovered fumbles and
Bohannon had an interceptionb
"1 felt like we could control the

"I guess that's the date the clubs
choose to take down the postseason. I don't have any control over
that."
Selig, in a statement issued by
the commissioner's office, said
he picked the date after taking
into account the time necessary to
get players back into playing condition, the time needed to
- meaningfully", complete the
regular season and the logistics
of the postseason.
"Discussions of the date will

•Lakers...
FROM PAGE 6

photo

)11inat

ballgame, but we had to have a
good running attack," said Mitchell, who watched his Lakers rush
for 201 yards. "South Hopkins
had a good game at Muehlenbcrg
South, they just gave it away. We
didn't think it would be this
easy."
Calloway's first half dominance was total.
In addition to rolling up 265
yards in the first half, the bakers'
first five drives of the game
ended in the end zone.
The second half got more conservative as the Laker reserves
played all of the fourth quarter.
But not before Jeff Smith scored
from seven yards out on a sevenyard pass from Arnett to make it
42-0 With 17 minutes left to play
in the ballgame.
Calloway will get a stiff challenge next week when they travel
to Class AAA district rival
Hopkinsvillc.

continue betwten Don and me
next week," Selig said in the
statement. "I am hopeful of
reaching a resolution on the matter early next week."
Fifteen more games were
canceled Friday as the strike
began its fourth week, increasing
the total to 284, more than oneeighth of the season. Players' lost
salary will pass_ the SIO0 million
mark Saturday and teams' lost
revenue will surpass S2(10 million
Sunday.
Player agents said they
believed the actual date to cancel
the season may be around Sept.
16 but that Selig floated the earlier date in order to shake out real
bargaining positions.
"I've talked to a lot of managers, general managers," Selig
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• Golf Lessons Available •

$1.75

Holidays

Carts $3.00 Per
$1, $2, BE $3.50.
Batting Range
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753-1152

N. 16th St..
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Murray's first play of their
possession also netted two. yards,
and on second down, Thompson
threw a pass into the end zone,
with Cheaney the intended target.
But Trigg's Jon Gray stepped in
front and intercepted the pass,
giving the Wildcats the win and
handing Murray its first regular
season loss since 1992.
Trigg rolled up 240 yards for
the game, led by Grubbs' 94
rushing yards on 19 carries. As
was the case in last week's game,
Murray was troubled by fumbles,
putting the ball on the ground

five times and losing two.
"I knew they were a physical
team; they kept coming at us and
just wore us down," Fisher said.
"We're playing like we've been
practicing - we're not playing
hard. We.Just couldn't make anything happen in the second half.
Trigg played with more heart and
intensity, and they whipped us up
front."
The road doesn't get any easier
for Murray, now 1-1, in the next
three weeks with games against
Fulton County, Marshall County
and Russellville looming ahead.

"We can't recruit players, so
we've got to regroup," Fisher
said. "We showed a lot of inexperience tonight with dropped
balls and not giving our quarterback enough time to throw. Right
now, we're not respecting our
opposition, and we're not ready
to play.
"If we don't turn it around,
we're looking at 1-4, so we've
either got to get better or slide
through the season," he said.
"We're going to challenge the
kids to regroup because our schedule is not kind to us."

808 Coldwater Rd., Murray

77x,

•

TIRES•TIRES•TIRES
*New and Used *Lowest Prices!
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance
Owners Gerrald Boyd and Ronnie Melvin

WAREHOUSE
400 Industrial Rd.
TIRE
753-1111

MADE 1$4 TH$

T7*-;

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

Larry Krouse Insurance

KENTUCKY

105 N. 12th (next to McDonald's)
Good service, 759-9888
good coverage,
good priceLike a good neighbor,
That's
State Farm is there.
State Farm
State Farm haLrancs Convenes
in. Cakes Bloorrarga:m Woe
insurance.

414-

PREP FOOTBALL
Friday'. Gemini
Allen County-Scottsville 28, Adair Co. 7
Anderson Co 12, South Oldham 6
Apoeo 21. Owensboro Cath. 14
Bardstown 34, Bourbon Co. 28
Beschwood 35, Hazard 0
Beiry 48, Knott Central 6
Bei Co 36, South Laurel 19
Benton Oil 13, Heath 0
Betsy Layne 44, South Floyd 26
Boon. Co 36. Connor 20
Bowing Green 35. Springfield (TN) 0
Boyle Co. 35. Green Co. 16
Breathitt Co. 48, Pike 0
Brentwood (Teen.) Acadian/ 33. Paducah Tilghman 20
Bryan Station .15, Elizabethtown 8
Bullin East 62, WOW Central 0
Calloway Co. 42, South Hopkins 0
Cambia 41, Paul Bluer
Carroll Co 52. Grant Co. AU
Cavern& 24, Hirt Co 18
Chnstian Co 7. Naomi Co 3
Corbin 44. Cawood 30
Country Day (0E0 27. Bellevue 14
Con Catholic 35. Newport 0
Cnttenden Co 14, Lone Oak 13
Danville 29. Sheby Co. 14
Dayton 31, Nicholas Co. PO
East Caner 23. Wayne (WVa.) 7
Edrnonsori Co 22. Grayson Co. 21
Evans la Harlin 7
,
Fleming-Neon 19. Alien Co. 0

Fort Knox 28, Central Hardin 20
Frankfort 28, Eminence 14
Franklin Co, 25, Western Hills 0
Franklin-Simpson 26. Russellville 10
Garrard Co 33. Marion Co 16
Graves Co 35, Reidland 0
Greenwood 20, Barren Co 12
Hancock Co 23. Butler Co 0
Harrison Co 24, Scott Co 20
Harrodsburg 27, Glasgow 13
Henderson Co 21, Union Co. 7
Henry Co 36. Powell Co 0
Holmes 10, Newport Catholic 7
ircviuois 48. Shawnee 6
:Ararat' 13. Prestonsburg 7
Lawrence Co 20. Johnson Cent 6
Lewis Co 30, Ashland Fairview 15
Madison Southern 17. Esell Co 3
Madisonville 14. Clarksville (TN 6
Marshal Co 29. Caldwell Co 0
Mayfield 10, Webster Co. 0
McLean Co 13, Muhlenburg South 12
Meade Co 28. LaRue Co 26
Meroer Co 36. Owen Co 6
Metcalfe Co 22. Wayne Co 21
Middlesboro 51, Pulaski Co 7
Moir (OH) 54. Ft. Thos. Highlands 15
Montgomery Co 38, Mason Co 8
Nelson Co 18, Washington Co 7
North Hardin 49, Warren Central 43
North Laurel 33. Clark Co 13
Ohio Co 16, Breckinndgri Co 6
Owensboro 21, Warren East 6
Todd Central 34. Muehlenberg North
Trigg Co 17, Murray 14. OT

RACER FOOTBALL
1994 Home Opener
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FROM PAGE 6
Murray looked headed for a
blowout, leading 14-0.
But from that, point, Murray hit
a brick wall, adding just 30 yards
to their offensive total after the
first quarter and winding up with
just 75 for the game. ,
Trigg, meanwhile, came to life
after the sluggish, start. After losing a fumble at Murray's 22, the
Wildcats recovered a Tiger
fumble at Murray's 39. Five
minutes and 12 plays later, Trigg
was in the end zone on a controversial play on which Pat Brady
fumbled, but was ruled to have
broken the plane of the goal line.
Bengi Reynolds tacked on the
point-after kick, bringing Trigg to
within 14-7 at the 5:20 mark of
the first half.
That score held up until late in
the third quarter, when a 13-yard
Murray punt gave Trigg the ball
at the Tiger 39-yard line. Freshman Kelvip Grubbs carried twice
in the series, picking up 24 yards,
while a four-yard counter run by
Titus Phillips moved the ball
down to the 11. From there, Tim
Bush ran through the defense for
a score with 2:49 to go in the
third. Reynolds' point-after kick
knotted the game at 14-14.
Early in the fourth, Trigg took
the ball at their own 37 after a
punt. Eight consecutive running
plays, five by Grubbs, moved the
ball down to Murray's 27, but
quarterback Steven Tyler was
sacked and threw incomplete on
consecutive plays to kill the drive
with 5:01 to go in the game.
Neither team came close to
scoring through the rest of regulation play, sending the game
into overtime.
Trigg took the ball first from
10-yards out, but after three plays
gained just two yards, the Wildcats settled for a 26-yard field
goal from Reynolds for a 17-14
lead.
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Par 3 Golf
& Sports Center

•Tigers...
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Practice Range
Miniature Golf
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Thursday, September 8th • 7:30 p.m.
Roy Stewart Stadium
Tickets Available by calling (502) 762-4895

PeoplesBank

The game is sponsored by

The Hometown Bank
MURRAY,KY • MEMBER FDIC

WINNERS!
WINNERS!

2 GRAND PRIZES!
•1994 FORD MUSTANG
GT CONVERTIBLE
•HYDRA-SPORTS FISH & SKI BOAT -

6 FIRST PLACE PRIZES
•S5,000 CASH
• LONDON/PARIS VACATION
•S5,000 GE SHOPPING SPREE
•MOTORCYCLE
•JET SKI
•HOT TUB

AND THE WINNERS ARE...
• LOLA WEDDINGTON, PIKEVILLE-1994 CONVERTIBLE MUSTANG GT
• TIM MORRIS, EVANSVILLE 11L- HYDRA SPORTS FISH & SKI BOAT
• ROGER AKERS, FLATWOODS $5,0001,CASH
• JOAN CLARK, LOUISVILLE-VACATION TO LONDON/PARIS & $1,000 CASH
• LARRY DAVENPORT, OWENSBORO-$5,000 GE SHOPPING SPREE
• MITZY EVANS, VERSAILLES-YAMAHA VIRAGO 535 SPECIAL MOTORCYCLE
• WILLIAM OVINGTON, LOUISVILLE-1994,TIGERSHARK MONTEGO JET SKI
• FRANCES RUSSELL, LOUISVILLE-HOT SPRING PRODIGY HOT TUB
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 72 OTHER WEEKLY
WINNERS AND THANK YOU FOR MAKING
OUR KENTUCKY SUMMER FUN PROMOTION
SUCH A SUCCESS! IT'S YOUR GAME!

IN

KENTUCK I

.LOTTERY
INSTANTS
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he Most Comfortable Jeans
Known To Man...Woman...Kid,
OPEN LABOR DAY
WEEKEND

'Lt.'!fl
'
Ii

Our Wrangler Original Cowboy Cut' men's jeans
(Official Pro Rodeo' jeans) are tough wearing and
tough to resist. They're 100% cotton, 143/4 oz.
heavyweight broken twill denim,and we have them in
original indigo as well as other popular colors and
popular fabric finishes.

5th Anniversary
Specials
Register For Anniversary Prize
Drawings To Include: Justin Boots,
Stetson Hat & More!

Available in
western original
and slim fit.
13 MWZ Original or
936 Denim Slim Fit
Kids
Size 1-7 Reg. & Slim Fit

1/2

$21.99
16.99
21.99
29.99

Size 8-16 Reg. & Slim Fit
Ladies 14 MWZ Size 3-20

Price'

'Kids Shirts
-Short Sleeve Shirts
'Sleeveless Blouses
'Selected Long Sleeve
Shirts & Blouses
'Selected Skirts & Vests
Open 7 Days
Monday-Friday 9-5:30
Saturday 9-4 • Sunday 1-4

Wrangler Western
T-shirts.
Cool, colorful 100% jersey knit t-shirts in a
variety of western novelty prints. Pair them
with your favorite Wrangler jeans.
Adults

Reg. Price $17.99

Now $14.99

Kids

Reg. Price $13.99

Now $10.00

;11 fT!er Riata

Jean,
Looking good in Wrangler has never been
easier! The Wrangler casual pant is made
from 100% cotton broken twill. Wrangler
Riatax casual jeans have relaxed fit and front
pleats. 12 oz. denim,sanforized. Available in
khaki.
$31.99

Men's

Discontinued
Justin and
Tony Lama
Boots

99

$
As Low As

49
$4999

— Just Arrived

—

Top It Off
There's r113 better way to top off your western
wardrobe than With a Wrangler fashion blouse. Made
of 100% cotton in contemporary colors, these
blouses look great when paired with Wrangler's
22MWX Relaxed Fit jeans.
Count on Wrangler every
time for the best looks in
western wear.

$2999
22MWZ Jeans Sz. 3-20
$36.99
•
Silverlake Jeans Sz. 0-20 ...Starting at $39.99
Blouses

"Selected Ladies Jeans..... As Low As $24.94

I

Felt Hats
s

St ta
tir
l
aaazi
We have men's"MO"BETTA brand unique
contemporary shirts.
We also have men's traditional shirts by Midwest Garment Company of Canada.

70,11FIK

Starting at

••

Bee Wild Jackets
Outstanding Styles and Colors
Matching Adults & Kids
1;1 of
-‘,/;*A.v1-

15% off

Montana Silversmith Jewelry
& Costume Jewelry

10%

Off

Circle Y Leather Belts

da: BOOTS

10%

Off

The Gold Standard.
Gold Buckle- jeans and shirts for a contemporary
western look. Jeans are made from premium

heavyweight broken twill denim in several
stonewash finishes.
Shirts are made of 100%
cotton denim in a variety
ofsolid colors and stripes.
Men's Jeans

$32.99

Shirts

$41.99

Britches
(
(Bridle
To
s
P4E

759-4408 WHITE% 707

I

iji

From Nino rin

Tack & Western Wear
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MSU professor represents
school in national project
Dr. George W. Kinkel. wooale when& at neoacisnais sad
Widow? at Murray SON University
is repellent* MSU ia a thrsa-year
SI00.000 project funded by the
National Science Formulation im
Washington D.C., and the Marine
Biological Laboraiory in Woods
Hole, Massachusetts.
The project tided -Conirols of
Structure and Function of Aquatic
Ecosystems in the Arctic" continua
the work of a group of 1 I sciendsts
who have been sutdying freshwater
environments in northern Alaska
for a number of years. The work is
centered at the University of Alaska's Toolik Lake research site. This
site is one of approximately 20 in
the United States which have been
selected for long-term environrnental monitoring and study.
The overall goal of the project is
to predict effects of climatic change
and land use on the ecology of lakes
and streams-in the arctic regions of
America. This goal will be pursued
through expermental work on the
chemistry, physics and biology of
northern lakes and streams.
In addition to 'Kipphut, this
cooperative effort includes scientists from the Marine Biological
Laboratory and the universities of
Minnesota, Kansas, Michigan, New
Hampshire and Cincinnati. The
amount awarded to Murray State for
totals
participation
Kipphut's
$29,050.
Dr. Kipphut joined the Murray
State faculty in 1991. He was
awarded a Ph.D. (1978) and M.
Phil. (1974) in geological sciences

ban Cohenhis University . A, hi
choler el science degree lead,
wry was sesued from Provitkince
College is 1969. Cohen has received seven gairesnwel pew
since 1963eed ispreesady involved
in four additional knivresige re
search projects dist as supporied
with over $7 WWI in funding by
the U.S. Degserviseni at Energy/
!Unlucky EPSCoR Program, and
the National Science Foundation

MSU offers
reading program

Freedom Fest '94 is proud to
sponsor "West Kentucky's Biggest
Fall City-Wide Yard Sale" from 7
a.m. to 3 p.m. on Saturday, September 24.
Sites will be scattered throughout
the city, including the Murray City
Park. In the past, thousands of
people from the western Kentucky
region and surrounding states have
descended upon Murray's more than
100 yard sales during this day-long
event!
Application forms are available
now at the Murray Tourism Commission office located in the Commerce Centre at 805 N. 12th Street.
Residents interested in having a
yard sale should submit an application and fee before September 19 at
the Murray Tourism Commission
office. The fee is $5 for individuals and $10 for civic groups and merchants.
Freedom Fest '94 will promote
and advertise,West Kentucky's Biggest Fall City-Wide Yard Sale
throughout the region to ensure
widespread participation by yard
sale shoppers evtrywhere.
Maps with detailed descriptions
of items and various locations of
yard sale areas will be available for
S I at the Commerce Centre September 23- and 24.
For more information, call the
Murray Tourism Commission at
(502) 753-5171.
-4,•-•••••...- •
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CASQ0151 SPECIAL)
Buy 2 Chili Dogs IL
Receive A Free So0a
•
h 12th • Boone's laundry
Tues -Fri serving 10a 2 30p
•
.Downlown Murray
Mondays Only 10a•2 30p
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To report local news call 753-1916

LABOR

DAY

MONDAY ONLY!
SEPT. 5, 8 a.m.-11 a.m.

Murray State University's department of elementary and secondary
education will offer a reading program for children in primary through
sixth grade this fall.
The program is designed to benefit children who need assistance in
developing reading comprehension,
vocabulary, oral reading, or study
skills, or who simply wish to enhance reading skills. One-on-one
tutoring is provided by Murray State
undergraduate students enrolled in a
reading practicum.
"The MSU reading program has
been offered for many years and has
assisted countless children in improving their reading ability," said
Dr. Bonnie Higginson, associate
professor of elementary and secondary education."The individualized
auention children receive from their
tutor often results in more enthusiasm for reading and helps children
overcome any difficulties they may
have."
The fall reading program which
will meet on Mondays and Wednesdays, from 3:30 p.m. to 4:20 p.m.,
will begin on Sept. 26 and end on
Nov. 30. Classes will be held in
Murray State's special education
building. The cost of the program is
S90,but fees may be reduced significantly if financial need exists. The
dead line to apply for the fall reading
program is Sept. 19.To register call
762-2446 or for more information
contact Higginson at 762-6868.

Freedom Fest committee
sponsors city-wide sale

11 11 f
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LEDGER

TAKE AN EXTRA
'

%OFF
ALL SALE PRICES
THROUGHOUT
THE STORE*

All Summer Clearance*

Now

'Mlle Quantifies Last

*Excludes Red Tag Clearance
Duc•Jot

Office Phone:
759-1400
Catalog Phone:
759-4080
1-800-222-6161

JCPenne
Chestnut Hills • Murray

Store Hours:
Mon. 8-6
Tue.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30
Salon Hours:
Mon.-Tues.-Wed.
10-8
Thurs. & Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5
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Panhellenic establishes scholarship for Hall

CONTRACT BRIDGE
•

•

A Play Fit fof a King

•

easily making four heart tricks and

The Panhellenic Council of Murray State University recently voted
If East does not take his queen. to establish the Jane Hall PanhelSouth still arrives home safe and lenic Scholarship in honor of their

South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.

the contract.

NORTH
•97 5 4
•A J 1096
•6 3
•6 2

EAST
•Q 1032

WEST

•,1 6

Q 84
* K 1097

V K 52
•842
•Q .1 1083

•

495

SOUTH
4 A K8
V73
* A Q J5
4 A K 74
The bidding:
South West
North East
Piss
1V
Pass
1•
:i NT
)opening lead — queen of clubs.
Experience is a marvelous
teacher, hut one of the dangers of
long association with bridge is the
gradual growth of a lethargic attitude toward commonplac'e situations.
Let's say South ducks the opening club lead andwins the next club
with the king.- He then plays a heart
and, when West followslow,finesses
- the-Trim: If East takes his queen,
which seems the natural thing to do,
Sonth has •nti trouble scoring tentricks. Whatever East returns, declarer takes a second heart finesse,

sound. He takes a successful dia.to the ace of
Mond finesse, crosses
hearts, and repeats the diamond
• finesse. Declarer thus scores two
spades, two hearts, three diamonds
and two clubs.
However,South would find it impossible to make nine tricks if West
defended Aifferently by playing his
kingof haarts on the first heart Pad.
This play would limit South to just
one heart trick.
Declarer might duck the king,
hoping West also had the queen, or
might take the king and attempt a
diamond finesse. Either way,though,
South winds up a dead duck.
West should surely play his king
of hearts when the suit is first led
despite the usual practice by a defender of playing second-hand low.
General rules are always subservient to common sense and, in the
presentcase. West should apply that
invaluable commodity to the situa•
tion at hand.
West should reason that itSouth
has the queen of heart's, the king is
doomed,come what may. He therefore plays the king on the assump• lion that Easthas th-e queen, and
hopes that by doing so he will restrict dummy to one heart trick.

"Ward-Elkins is
your only
factory authorized
RCA 2000.
Satellite Dealer."

advisor.

Stating that Hall has stressed
academic ecxellence throughout her
accociation with the sorority system

of Murray State, the scholarship
recognizes her unselfish service and
leadership extended to the organization for the past five years.
The scholarship declaration was
spearheaded by two Panhellenic
Council officers, Shannon Barnhill
who served as president during the

Country concert planned for
dam's 50th anniversary gala
The Kentucky Dam 50th An- (Benton, Draffenville, and Aurora),
niversary Committee is proud to Calvert Bank in Calvert City, the
announce the musical lineup for a Marshall County Chamber of Comconcert to be held at Marshall merce in Draffenville and Sunset
County High School on Sept 25. Boulevard Music in Murray. They
Tammy Wynette and T. Graham are $15 for reserved seats and
Brown will be featured beginning at $12.50 for general admission seats
8 p.m. that evening.
in advance. At the door,tickets will
The concert is one of several be $17 for reserved seats(if any are
events being held during a four-day left) and $14 for general admission
period, Sept. 22-25,to celebrate the seats.
50 years that Kentucky Dam has
If you have any questions, please
been in operation_ and the many feel free to call me at (502) 527positive changes its existence has 4555 during the day or(502)7652brought _tq the western Kentucky 2753 at night.
and Tennessee areas.
Any money raised from the
Tickets for the concert will go on events will first go toward paying
sale within the next two weeks for the cost of the celebration, The
(exact date to be determined by rest will be divided between several
when tickets received from printer) non-profit organizations selected by
atall three Bank of Benton locations our committee.

1993-94 term and Kelli Eastwood,
vice president. Eastwood is the
current council president. Barnhill
received a bachelor of science degree from Murray State in May and
is now pursuing a law degree at
Samford University in Birmingham, Ala. The Panhellenic Council
is a group that governs social sororities on campus.
Scholarship recipients will be
selected from a field of candidates
consisting of one nomination from
each campus sorority.
Hall, who has been a senior
lecturer in the department of accounting since 1967, says that her
interest in the Panhellenic Council
ignited from her enjoymentof meeting and assisting sorority students.
She says that when the position of
council adviser became vacant, it
seemed only natural that she apply.
Through that relationship, the council wishes to extend this tribute to

acknowledge Hall'S dedication to
the organization.
A Murray State alumnus, Hall
earned the bachelor of science degree in 1965 and master's degree in
1971. She was named the 1993 Tn
Sigma Greek Adviser of the Year.
Hall's late husband, Jim is remembered for the many contributions he
made to MSU as vice president for
administrative services and treasurer of the university's board of
regents. He. was also serving as
interim vice president for university
services at the time of his death in
1983.
The scholarship is administered
by the Murray State University
Foundation. Donations should be
specified for the Jane Hall Panhellenic Scholarship and may be
mailed to the MSU Foundation at
500 Sparks Hall, Murray, KY
42071.
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Meals
School
serve education every clay
We

The Kentucky School Food Service Association
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The latest in RCA digital television technology.
Unlike the ugly giants of yesterday, it's small, compact and
powerful.
And Ward-Elkins has it.
Now you can turn your television into the world's largest video
store.
With up to 150 channels' including: 5 channels of HBO; 3 of
Showtime, 3 channels of Cinemax and 2 Movie Channels. All
showing box office hits.
No more driving to the video store. And no more late fees. Plus all
your favorite news, sports and premium cable channels.
RCA's Digital Satellite System also provides a cleaner, sharper
picture and CD quality sound.
Smaller is better at DSS.
DIGITAL SATE LUTE SYSTEM

SS
DIGITAL SATELUTE SYSTEM

LIMIT ONE SYSTEM PER FAMILY

• Laser disc quality picture capability (1'
• CD quality sound (1'
• Great programming choices for the whole family

System Prices
start at

Featuring

1
50
CHANNELS'
OF PROGRAMMING EXCITEMENT,

I.J1 UP TO
DIRECTV.

ALL IN DIGITAL QUALITY!

Prolv.gional inrtallation available.

RIP ELKINS
411 Maple Street

Murray, KY

753-171
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Collins joins staff at
Kentucky Lake Oil

Ward-Elkins offers system
Digital Satellite Systems and its
lightweight 18-inch receiving dish
have arrived in the Murray area and
you can find them at Ward-Elkins
on the court square.
It weighs only 10 pounds but can
pack a punch that could rock home
video stores and cable systems.
Compatibility for future high definition television is already built
into the system.
Also, a plug-in is provided in the
system for your personal computer,
giving you a direct satellite link with
the future information super
highway.
The dish will sell for around $700
plus installation, according to Charles Dallas, Ward-Elkins. Monthly
programming packages range from
58 - 540.
With the new satellite customers
will enjoy better sound and picture
quality, a greater ability to choose
what channels you prefer, more
channels to choose from and payper-view movies at a price comparable to a video rental from a major
chain.
The pay-per-view movie system
will allow viewers to buy "season
tickets" to the games of their favorite teams or .take a package of
games from one of the professional
sport leagues.
The programming available cannot be totally customized, but some
packages let viewers pick several

. CHARLES DALLAS
channels from a long list.
Pay-per-view events may be
accessed immediately thru the TV
without a special converter and
billing is handled automatically thru
the interactive feature of the system.
Dishes can easily be mounted on
a roof,in a yard,or almost anywhere
there is a southern exposure for the
dish to communicate with the
satellite.
Ward-Elkins is located on the
court square in Murray. "Stop in an
see us," said Dallas,"we'll be glad to
tell you more about the system and
discuss the options with you."

Ferguson marks $1 million
in sales for Kopperud
Howell Ferguson ,sales associate
with Kopperud Realty, crossed the
the 1 Million Dollar mark in Sales
Production with the Aug.31 closing
of the J. B. Starks property. This is
Ferguson's first year in the real
estate business, which has proven to
be better than he first imagined.
"Hal has been a very important
addition to out Sales Stair, stated
Broker, Bill Kopperud. "His strong
work ethic and dedication to a
service oriented approach to dealing
with the public have resulted in his
highly successful first year in the
Real Estate Business".
Ferguson has received his real
estate license in the summer of 1993
while residing in Bowling Green.
Originally from Memphis, Ferguson is a 1977 graduate of Sheffield
High School,a 1984 graduate of the
Memphis School of Preaching, and
a 1992 graduate of Freed-Hardeman
University.

HOWELL FERGUSON
He has served in the ministry for
the past 11 years and is currently
preaching for the Mt. Olive Chruch
of Christ in Calloway County.
He and his wife, Mary, who is
also from Memphis, have three
children, Sarah, Seth and Nathan.

Pam Scott has been selected as Employee of the Month for July at HT
Marketing, Inc. In honor of her achievements on behalf of the company,
she received a check for $100 and a plaque, presented by Bob Jackson,
left, and Tim Holmes. Scott is the marketing secretary to Holmes, vice
president of sales, and five regional sales managers.

SBA loan program begins
The U.S. Small Business Administration's (SBA) acclaimed new
LowDoc program has passed the
$100 million mark since going
nationwide in July, posting strong
gains in loans made to minorities,
women-owned businesses and veterans, SBA Administrator Erskine
Bowles said yesterday.
"This program is doing exactly
what we wanted it to do so far,"
Bowles said. "It is breaking through
the gridlock of paperwork that kept
commercial banks from making
these smaller loans, and is offering
dramatic proofof the heavy demand
for this kind of loan. LowDoc is
encouraging the dreams of thousands of entrepreneurs, boosting the
nation's economy and financing the
creation of new jobs."
LowDoc -- shorthand for low
documentation loans -- is based on a
one-page application form for loans
under .$100,000. The program
makes SBA's basic business loan
guarantee program more user
friendly than it's ever been, Bowles
said.
Combining a greatly simplified
application process with a rapid
response from SBA loan officers -as little as two or three days -LowDoc slashes pages and pages of
bureaucracy and red tape out of the
loan process.
Thus far, SBA has made 2,126
LowDoc loans worth more than
$102 million, for an average of
$47,977. Twenty-four percent have
gone to businesses owned by women, 20 percent to businesses
owned by minorities and 16 percent

McCarty reaches million dollar level
Bill Kopperud of Kopperud Realty recently announced that Amos
N4. McCarty,Jr. reached the million
dollar production level for 1994 in
July.
"Amos is truly a people oriented
individual who always strives to
provide the best possible service for
his clients and customers. He goes
the extra mile in being helpful with
everyone with whom he comes in
contact," Kopperud said.
McCarty entered the real estate
profession in 1976 and has been an
active member of the Board of
Realtors since that time. He served
as board president two terms, was
named Murray Calloway County
Realtor of the Year twice and has
served for several years on the
Board of Directors. He has continuously attended seminars and training courses to stay current on all real
estate matters.
He is a past member of the Police
and Firemen Pension Board. He is a

member of the Board of Directors of
Panorama Water Association, director of West Kentucky Woodmen
of the World Youth Camp and
officer of the Woodmen Lodge 592.
He is a member of the Murray
Masonic Lodge #105 F & AM of
Murray.

_Nobody canfrotect your
we can!
AUTO any better thancoverage,
low

Look to us for quality Auto Insurance
rates, attractive discounts, and fast, fair claims service.
Call us today

Purdom, Thurman
& McNutt

Representing

407 Maple • Downtown Murray • 753-4451

State Auto
Insurance

to businesses owned by veterans.
Forty-five percent have been made
in rural areas and 69 percent have
been for new businesses.
LowDoc applies to loans of under
$100,000 made by banks and guaranteed up to 90 percent by SBA.
The approval process focuses on
character, credit and business experience and loans can be made for
an existing business, a business
purchase or a business start-up.
LowDoc relies heavily on a len
der's experience and judgement of a
borrower's credit history and character. The primary considerations
are the borrower's willingness and
'ability to repay debts, as shown by
his or her personal and business
credit history, and by past or projected business cash flow. No predetermined percentage of equity is
required and lack of full collateral is
not necessarily a determining factor.
The application form for loans
under $50,000 consists of a single
page. Applications for loans from
$50,000 to $100,000 include that
short form application plus the
applicant's income tax returns for
the previous three years and personal financial statements from all
other guarantors and co-owners of
the business.

;
KENNY COLLINS
lubricantsjobber,and his job will be
a very busy one," he added.
Collins invites all .past and new
customers to visit him at Kentucky
Lake Oil. He's ready to assist all in
answering any questions and in
choosing just the right SHELL
products for their needs.

We are proud to use OD
1 recycled newsprint.
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THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
SINCE 1944

SUBSCRIBE

Robert Billington, Jr.

Bob Billington,CPCU

Dan Shipley

Home • Auto
Business • Bonds
Life • Annuities
YOUR ONE STOP FOR ALL LINES OF INSURANCE.
Representing The Ohio Casualty Group
of Insurance Companies
753-4751

Bel-Air Center

rk

RC
KY 42071
314 Main St., Murr

McCarty is the son of Eulala
Lassiter McCarty and the late Amos
M.McCarty,Sr. He is married to the
former Judy Crouse, daughter of
Robbie Crouse and the late Lavern
Crouse. They have two daughters,
Robyn Isaacs and husband Drew,
and Amy,a junior at Murray High
School. They are members of Scotts
Grove Baptist Churcb.
McCarty would like to thank the
people of Murray and Calloway
County for their support for the past
18 years, during which time he has
attained over 15 million of production.
AMOS MCCARTY JR.

Kentucky Lake Oil is pleased to
announce the addition of Kenny
Collins to its staff. Collins, born and
raised in Calloway County is a 1975
graduate of Murray High School.
He worked as an EMT in 1976 for
the Angel of Mercy Ambulance
Service where he received his EMT
certification from the Paducah Red
Cross. In 1980, the ambulance service moved to Murray Calloway
County Hospital where Collins has
been employed for the last 14 years.
Collins also worked as a parttime deputy sheriff since 1.9,i6 and
is a past member of the Caffoway
County Resque Squad.
Collins is married to the former
Pam Lassiter and they have two
children: Heather, 10,and Matthew,
5.
"Collins will be a very valuable
asset to our company," Mr. Baker
said. "He will be responsible for
servicing all new and existing accounts. We are a full line SHELL

502-75
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good coverage,
good price-

That's
State Farm
insurance.Desalt! F.. Beery
302 Male St.
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OUTDOORS
Warkentin-Penner
Carpentry Company

fl
Kevin Penner

,, 759-2571

Mark Penner

Richard Warkentin

435-4040

435-4013

Gametish ripe for the picking
Four weeks of perfect fishing
weather has made a lot of folks
happy around Kentycky and
• Barkely Lakes.
The mayfly hatches have kept the
sunfish feeding on the surface
where they are easy to find plus the
stripers feed on them just hous
before they hatch.
All of this food has made the
gamefish fat and sassy just the way
we like them. I remember when we
were catching these 14 to 16 inch
stripers in may and they were too
skinny to eat. Not so now. Many of
these fish are over two pounds
already and still growing.
The threadfin baitfish seem to be
larger this year also. Usually an
adult is three to four inches in length
but we are seeing five and six inch
ones.
Milton and I worked two groups
on Wednesday and we could just sit
back and unhook the fish as they
reeled them in.
The stripes started off early and

FISHING LINE
Jerry Maupin
Ledger Outdoor Columnist
kept a heavy feeding spree going for
about an hour, then it became
sparatic as the wind changed directions three times.
The fish continued to feed in
smaller schools than before but
would strike if you could hit close to
them with a big rooster tail.
We had a total of seven people
after the stripes at times and I
coundn't help but notice the number
of casts that were madc in just a very
short time
I also saw several fish dropping
lots of re-cycled shad all over

Miltons new boat as they were lifted
over the side. I didn't think he liked
it much but it can't be helped.
My own boat looked as if it had
been parked under a chicken roost
overnight so when we were done for
the day I took it to the car wash!
Joe and Bruce Lynch came down
for a quick morning run and we
cought a limit pretty early.
Leon Striegel and Ray Flannigan
fished two days and took their limits
of fat stripes also.
We even fished through the hard
rain and caught some big mommas

berore- the wind picked up.
We have seen the commercial
catfishermcn running thzir lines of a
morning and realized how awesome
the total catch of one day on these
lakes must be.
This is the fiftieth year for this
type of line and bait fishing without
much changing at all. Sportfishing,
however, has gone through some
dramatic changes in equipment and
techniques. Space-age materials in
the boats, motors, rods, line, lures
and electronics and are still being
changed almost monthly as the
many companies compete for the
best products on the market.
Several billion dollars are spent
annually just by fishermen alone.
The hunters do the same thing.
It is with mixed emotions I think
about what the future will have for
us to enjoy the outdoors with next!
Looks good for this weekend so
lets all enjoy some type of outdoor
activity!
Happy Fishing!
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)PLUMBING Land Between the Lakes
Residential •Commercial•Service Repair
"Specializing In Quality Work"

David Ryan
753-3164

• Owners• Darren Howard
753-1736

Pittman Wheel Alignment
"29 Years At Same Location"

QUALITY WORK AT FAIR PRICES 'N
New Tuve • Struts • Alignments • Brakes
Oil Changes & Lubes • Wrecker Service • Shocks
Routine Service Work • Suspension Repair

408 North 4th St.
Murray

VISA- MC
DISCOVER-AMEX
ACCEPTED

(502) 753-6779
(502) 753-8346

We are proud to use
recycled newsprint.

calls on volunteers to help
with big cleanup Sept. 10
TVA's Land Between the Lakes
(LBL) is calling for volunteers to
helpeelebrate national Public Lands
Day with a massive cleanup at eight
land-based sites located throughout
the recreational area.
According to LBL spokesman,
Ed Graves, the September 10 effort
will focus on Boswell Landing Lake
Access Area, Wranglers Campground and riding trails, the OffHighway Vehicle Area, Honker
Lake, Twin Lakes Lake Access
Area, Bacon Creek Lake Access
Area, Devil's Elbow Lake Access
Area,and the Fenton Special Events
Area. Volunteers will pick up liuer
and other trash at each site from 8
a.m. until noon.
Graves noted that TVA will provide trash bags, tick spray, and

MIN
IT
MAR
T
cffLAJ:.

refreshments at each location. Volunteers arc encouraged to bring
work gloves and wear long pants.
Cleanup coordinators at each site
will show volunteers how to protect
themselves from ticks and the
elements.
Volunteers can register by calling
1-800-455-5897 or by writing to
Public Lands Day, Land Between
the Lakes Association, 100 Van
Morgan Drive, Golden Pond, KY
42211-0001. Individuals who wish
to support the effort with a financial
contribution can send a‘check to the
LBL Association at the above
address.

Loose Case

By TODD CONTRI
Special to the Ledger & Times
The lake is continuing its
annual fall drawdown this week
and should continue to fall slowly
for the next month\ This drawdown sparks the bass into their
fall patterns to gain fat reserves
for the winter.
A lot of things contribute to
this fall feed besides the drawdown.The Shortening of the days,
cooling of the water temperatures
and the migration of the baitfish
back into the shallow water all
play an important -role in fall
fishing.
The lake temperatures continue
to be around 80 degrees, but with
cooler forecasts, they should start
to fall steadily into the low to
mid 70s. This is the prime time to

The Land Between the Lakes Public Lands Day Planning Team discusses
coordination of cleanup efforts for the September 10 event Pictured above
are(from left to right)Carol Kauppinen,Renee Norwood,Jerry Conley,Gaye
Luber, and Ed Graves.

tart to look for bass in the shallow water again. Bass will continue to feed heavily until the
water temperatures hit the low
50s — this gives the angler a
two- or three-month period to
find the bass before they move
into deeper water for the winter.
The fall drawdown is now
exposing grass on the lake that
was previously under water. The
high water we had this spring
along with darker water color
hurt the growth of milfoil tremendously. Kentucky Lake probably does not have half the grass
it did last year, but this could
help the angler greatly. Less
grass means that bass have fewer
places to hide, thus giving the
angler the advantage.
Grass is the number one cover
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Stahler's Custom
Welding & Trailer Works
Sales, Parts and Service
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Shop
7534387
Specializing In
Aluminum Wheel Repair, Aluminum and 24 hour Welding Service
6694222

Ice Draft &
Ice Di aft Light
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tor fall bass fishing, and just
about every type of food that the
bass prefers is found in the milfoil in the fall. To have the best
success in the grass, the angler
should start at daylight. Topwater
lures can provide some of the
most exciting action that an
angler will see all year.
Buzz baits and stick baits are
the most productive lures in the
fall for topwater fishing. These
baits should be used early in the
morning and late in the evening
to provide the best action, and
can be used all day if clouds provide low light conditions. In the
fall, weather fronts that proV11:1e
clear blue skies make for the
most difficult days to catch bass.
This is when the angler must
slow down to be successful. Plastic baits such as small craw
worms and slug-o's are the
angler's best bet to catch a bass
in these front conditions.
In thea front conditions, the
angler might want to change tactics altogether and fish shallow
water wood. In tough conditions,
bass seem to be easier to catch on
wood than in the grass. This type
of cover is scattered in all areas
of water in the lake. Try different
locations such as points in the
bays to the flats in the back of
the bays. When the first bass is
taken on this type of cover, look
at where the wood is located in
the bay and how deep of water it
is in and search for some more
that is similar. Spinnerbaits and
jig-and-pork combos are an
excellent choice around wood in
the fall.
A place not to overlook is boat
docks. These areas provide all the
ingredients necessary to catch a
bass. Algae that has grown to Ole
styrofoam in the summer provides food for shad which in turn
give bass easy access to food.
Spinnerbaits and worms work
well around boat docks as well as
topwater baits.
The added bonus in fall fishing
is that the lake is not as crowded
in the fall as it is in the summer.
Most outdoorsmen tend to be
hunting this time of year, which
gives the angler a lot of area to
explore without much boat traffic. If the weather Continues to
cool, get ready for some fine fall
fishing -in the near future.
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CONSTRUCTION help
wanted. North Tennessee
& Western Kentucky area
Capenters $12 95/fir laborers $6 25-$7 17,hr
Send recent resume wall
work history to Personnel
PO Box 1802 Murray KY
42071

025

Lost
And Found

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR—TRAILERS

LOST Black short haired
male cat wearing pink flea
collar near 8th & Sycamore
753-5192

#.4:4,411:ctritUP7:sas:seloii

ALLIANCE

LOST Near Doran Rd,
2mo old female Boston Ternor, (black & white)
753-4464

CTOR TAALER iluJ•G CE.TERS
TR,

NIM=3=1:11

crFinanc,no
Available

ATTENTION Musicians
Sales positions available
No retail experience necessary Call 753-3682 Mon
Fri. 10am-5pm to schedule
nterview

1-800-334-1203
Mrs. Theresa, Reader &
Advisor. A true born psychic, gifted from God
554-7904 call for
appointment

ATTENTION
HOUSEWIVES,
LADIES, STUDENTS
,9

Images
Opening Sept. 12th
Bel-Air Shopping
Center

anyone nierested in
making extra money from
home in your
spare time Fen,
easy and exciting Fast
growing, well known
Tennessee company No
experence or investment
required
Call Now 1-800-500-5303.
and

Gift Baskets
For All Occasions
Bridal & Formal Wear
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Closed
Open 5pm
Mon -Tues Pizza, salads,
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread sticks Dine-in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1-800-649-3804

Audio
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CARPENTERS helper.
759-9780 after 5pm

CLASSIFIED

COOK, dishwasher, busboy, cashier needed Day &
night shifts Experience
necessary Apply in perAnn's Country
son
Kitchen

IF•41.-a

1

_g-fiappy
14th
23irthcfczy
to
Jennifer K. Burkeen

i'
- i Uglq Duckling
HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

Irea to

traffucs to
ie fall

EARN $1,000 weekly stuffing envelopes at home
Start now, no experience
Free supplies free informa
ton No obligation Send
SASE to VISTA- Dept
79. PO Box 60650, San
Angelo, TX 76906

FULL time sales person,
male or female. color &
design awarehess preferred Salary by the hour or
commission Reply to PO
Box 332, Murray. KY
42071
HELP WANTED Full-time
homemaker to work 30-40
hours per week providing
personal care services and
light housekeeping in the
homes of the elderly in
Calloway County Must
have own transportation
and possess a valid Kentucky driver's license Will
be required to have a physical and TB skin test at own
expense For this type of
employment State law requires a criminal record
check as a condition for
employment Starting salary $5 55 per hour and
mileage reimbursement
Excellent fringe benefits
Send letter of application
to Barbara Koonce, West
Kentucky Allied Services,
Inc , PO Bon 736, Mayfield,
Kentucky 42066 Application will be received
through September 9,
-1994 EOE

NOW hiring Day shift only
Carhops & day cooks Must
be highly motivated Apply
in person 1 30pm 5pm,
Sonic Drive Inn

112 So 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Office: 753-6910
1 -800-THE-DUCK

DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am 3 00pm
This project is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Council This is an
Equal Opportunity program Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities

IMMEDIATE opening for an
experienced carpenter,
8yrs or more Concrete experience helpful 753-0834,
759-9835

Locations Coast to Coast

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

PART time cake decorator
at Baskin Robbins Experienced preferred Apply in
person North 12th Murray

WANTED barmaids waitresses & dancers $500
plus weekly Doll House
TN
Paris
Cafe
901-642 4297 7pm 2am
WANTED Personal aide
Room, board plus $200'wk
502-388 2641

CASH paid for good used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th,
Murray

MUMS FOR SALE Beautiful colors From Murray
take 94W to Thurman
Road turn right, 1st house
on right 7-10am, 4 8pm
Mon thru Fri all day Sat
435-4020

070

A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667

Domestic
& Childcare
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and experienced, references Call
Linda 759 9553

MURRAY High School Annuals, Years 1915, 1929,
1930, 1955, 1958 &
1964-81 Phone 753-3633,
ask for Larry

ALTO saxaphone, excel
ent condition
Cal
753-4908 after 5 30pm

WILL clean houses Experienced, reasonable rates
527-2236 or 527-5738
WILL do babysitting in my
home Experience references 759-4490
WILL sit with elderly or sick
Call 753 4590 for
information

Position
Wanted
ALTERATIONS, repairs
and crafted T-shirts Ruth's
See and Sew, Country
Square. 1608 N 121, Murray 753-6981

FRANCHISE- Mayfield,
Paducah Fulton, Benton.
Martin TN Paris TN & Nationwide 753-1300

idd

Want
To Buy

CHILDS outside playhoUse 753-7951

Articles
For Sale
1100 REMINGTON 12
gauge shotgun, like new,
$350 Call 753-5326
25IN color tv, good condition $100 753-7926
4 15" JEEP wheels Broyhill twin sleigh bed & Broyhill blanket chest Broyhill
pie safe 1 old oak chest, 1
oak rocker 437-4319 or
437-4616 after 6pm
BOGARD trucking and excavating, inc We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock rip rap 759-1828
CONCERT ticket- Eagles
Lawn seat, Sept 27th $90
759-9906
DEERSTANDS, rack attack, mineral & licorice
blocks for sale Keith's
Lawn & Tractor, 80 E Main
759-9831

Computer,

EXCELLENT condition
Nintendo set Includes controllers, gun & running mat,
plus 4 extra games $150
firm! Call 753-0896 after
9am & before 9pm

COLOR PRINTER, $175.
502-753-7001.

KING wood heater, good
condition, $75. 492-8769

120

tof #1.(e
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FisherPrice
l
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Every Tuesday ,Night at 7:00
at 600)
;DOWS

3

Employer

FisherPrice
Monday thru Friday, 8 to 5
Got you down?

JOIN OUR TEAM!!
Fisher-Price is seeking applicants interested in
working the 12 hour swing shift as a regular full-time
production operator in the molding departrnent
Start rate of pay is $5 44 per hour with an increase to
$5 77 per hour with full benefit package the first of
the month following completion of 90 days Please
apply only if you are interested in working for a
progressive company whose 'work is child's play'
Apply to

Kentucky Dept. for Human Resources
1210 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
Eq.,Employment Opoonunny Employ*,

DOWNTOWN office space
available across from
courthouse $95mo including all utilities 753-1266
OFFICE space available 4
rooms can be rented
together or seperately with
approx 130sq ft each
ground level near courthouse,utilities included,
parking adj to building Call
502-753 7921
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612
SHOP on 280 $225/mo
Deposit 753 8848 before
9pm
SMALL business bldg high
visibility location at 4th &
Sycamore Perfect or office
or small business
753-8809

CLARINET for sale Excellent condition $320
59 9906

120

FLUTE good condition
753-8598 & leave
message
JUPITER trumpet brass
plated with case & 2 mutes
753-9914 after 5pm
John
PIANO tuning
Gottschalk 753-9600
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale

OFFICE desk w/chair,
$100 753-6139

14X70 SPIR 1985, 2br. 2
baths, front & back porch,
stove, refrigerator, excellent condition 492-8761

SAW dust for sale Will
deliver- $2 a running foot &
$2 a mile 502-472-1066

1979 MOBILE home 2br, 2
bath, underpinning. electrical service pole. LP gas
heat, water & stove, all tires
for moving $5,900 or any
reasonable offer
435-4559

STRAW for sale,
$1 50/bale Call 489-2436 if
no answer, leave message
on machine

Apartments
For Rent
m
No
ery nce ear Furnish
very nice
75 3 - 1 2 5 2
pets
days 753-0606 after 5pm
1 & 2BR furnished apts
available now Downtown,
no pets deposit required
Starting at $195/mo.
753-4937 8am-5pm, m-f
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109
1 ROOMS for rent at 1614
Olive Utilities furnished
Share kitchen, living room
& bathroom facilities Walk
to MSU Coleman RE
753-9898

bath townhouse,
2BR, 1
central hie, nice neighborhood, appliances furnished, $425mo Coleman
bath,
2
1988 14X70 2br,
Realty. 753-9898
one wijacuzzi, cathedral
ceilings, custom kitchen ca- 2BR duplex, central Iva,
binets 753-8983 before w'd hook-up Available
now 753-4640
2pm 437-4748 after 5pm

STORAGE Buildings 8X8,
$649 8X12, $799 10X12.
$999 Built on your lot
wood or concrete floors
Call 901-885-7544
TOPPER for lwb pick-up.
nice, $100 Call 753-6171
WHEELCHAIR, very good
condition Inflatable canoe
Air mattress Gas Coleman
lantern Durst 35mm black
& white enlarger, misc
darkroom supplies Everything reasonably priced
753-3505.

2BR, 1 bath central h/a,
$11,500 Must be moved'
498-8624

Mobile
Homes For Rent
2BR, 2 bath, water & appliances furnished Coleman Realty, 753-9898

DAYBED with white frame,
good condition 489-2334
MATCHING sofa, loveseat
& chair Off-white with blue,
mauve & green Call
753-6550

2BR very nice central hie
appliances & lawn mainte
nance furnished Coleman
Realty 753-9898
3BR 2 bath great location
$425 mo 753-4342 leave
message or 435-4214
3BR apartment partially
$450 mo
furnished
753-4301
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake

iarst .Westly Village, 1br
apartment, utilities in
cluded, rent based on in
come 55 & older, handicap
8- disabled Equal Housing
Opportunity
502 354 8888
MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
MURRAY Manor Apart
ments now accepting appli
cations for 1-2br apart
ments Apply in person
1 30pm-4pm, Mon -Fri,
1409 Duigiud Dr
NEW 2br, duplex with gar
age quiet neighborhood
Available end of Septem
bet Call 753-1323
NEW 2br duplex apartments, gas heat, wid hookup. appliances furnished.
no pets, available July 15th,
$425/mo, 1yr lease, deposit required Call 753-4873
after 6 30pm, Allen
Properties
NEW 2br duplex Wcarport
Cambridge Estates
753-7951 after 5pm
NICE 2br duplex

central

ha, stove refrigerator dis
hwasher, Wd hook up
Northwood No pets $375
plus deposit 753-1953
days 753-0870 nights

"•'4

Call 753-1916 for details.
11,,11111T11.111"r114111.11111.1111

2BR on large private lot, 7
miles East of Murray Call
brizy Beane. 436-2582

BEDROOM furniture, dou
ble bed wispongs & mattress, 4 drawer chest. 6
captain chairs Antique
sunflower quilt Call
753-3442 after 5pm

28R near university Stove
refrigerator dishwasher
w d hook up No pets De
posit required 753-0661

Run this 2x2 cOnsistency ad in Dassifiedsevery day,including the Shopper,
for S160 a month (paid in advance).

21l0

Home
Furnishings

$340 mo

Business on
a Budget?

TRAILER & lot for sale
Trailer is 16X80 & 1 acre
lot Call 753-1038 or
753-0745

160

2BR 1 bath 1402 8 Mi
chelle Great neighborhood. Low utilities Stove
refrigerator dishwasher
microwave w d hook up
$450 mo includes mowing
ease deposit no pets
53 8734
2BR duplex
759 4406

Firewood

OAK & glass table, 4 chairs
Stove with top oven, portacrib, old built-in ironing
board, sail boat, 10 speed
with baby seat, luggage
rack, florescent lights
759-4663

FOR sale- Harvest Gold
refrigerator, $100 Gold
stove, $100 24ft round
pool solar blanket Phone
527-1298

Equal Employment Opportunity

MOBILE home lots for rent
Newer model homes only
$85 mo 5 miles South of
Murray Call 492 8488

PAIR of beautiful French
Provincial arm chairs Blue
velvet tutted back white
frame cane sides One or
bo
$50
tooth
436-5400

NEW metal siding & roofing Cover 36' cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable carport kits 489-2722 or
489-2724

Fisher-Price. leader in infant and playschcol toys
has openings on all shifts for seasonal production
operators. For those busy people who wont parttime work we have work available 9 a m.-1 p.m,
and 6 p m.-10 p m.

Job Service of Kentucky
1210 Johnson Blvd.
Murray. Kentucky 42071

MOBILE Home Village water furnished $80 mo Col
ernan RE 753 9898

210

Appliances

If you would like some extra cash for Christmas
sleigh ride down to,

Horne Lots For Rent

LIVING room group green
couch 2 floral chairs 2 end
tables & lamps & coctail
table $450 Call 753-6974
after 3pm

waterbed
waveless

Hol Hol Ho! Merry Christmas!! Christmas in summer?
For employees at Fisher-Price it is. They ore busy
toymakers preparing for the holiday season

3BR doublewide in Hazel
$250/mo 4250 deposit
435-4207

IT=M
M

NOW OPEN!!

SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209

rs
Toote
Snack Bar B Antique Mall

SMALL trailer in county,
partially furnished Call
436-2332 before 2 30pm

All New in Hazel

492-6111

CLASSIFIED

OPANIP
%2 Se I tem
Show off your grandchildren by inserting their photo in the
Murray Ledger & Times, Saturday, September 10. 1994.

PART time help wanted for
retail shoe store in Murray
Mail resume to PO Box
1040 M, Murray

Open

PART time phoning ,
telemarketer, flexible
hours Call 753-4140

Knights of Columbus Hall
Road. South to
Hale Road 114 mile

KY 94 West to Johnny Robertson
Hale Road, rpm on Sci

753-0466

Sci

PEOPLE Lease Temporary
Service is now accepting
applications for light industrial workers in the Murray &
Pans. TN areas Apply at
the V +le Office Center
next door to Cain's Jeep
Eagle on 641 N, 9am 5pm
or call 753-0017

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

Have You Ever Wondered?
Can I maintain my own
hands and grow beautiful
nails naturally?

RECEPTIONIST part time
general office skills Send
resume to PO Box 804
Murray. KY 42071

YES YOU CAN!
fishing
:owded
immer.
to be
which

KING size
yrs old
436-5430

WANT 8 ball players for
league play BCA sponsored Breaktirne
759-9303

HOUSEKEEPER Must
have own transportation
Excellent pay Call with references 753-2667

America's Second Car

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

is boat
all the
:atch a
: to Me
r proin turn
food.
work
well as

CASH for mobile home
tees & axles 436-2578
901 644 0679

PC REPAIR- UPGRADESTRAINING AT YOUR LOCATION. HAWKINS RESEARCH, 753-7001.

FULL time secretary/
receptionist Computer
skills essential accounting
knowledge 116Tpful Bring
resume to MicroAge Computer Center, 314 Main St

BABYSITTER wanted to
keep my children in my
home in the Alma area
Please call 753-2417 after
4pm if interested

(502)753-2031

a its are
in the
These
in the
:vening
)n, and
Ids proIn the
proVItle
for the
:h bass.
r must
I. PlasI craw
re the
a bass

FULL size box springs &
mattress 753 1392

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night

HAND crafted solid oak
New England style wall
clock, has Westminster Of
Whittington melodies The
chimes sound every 15 minutes with full melody on
the hour Come see this &
more at Debbie s This N
That Shop, Hwy 94 East. 3
miles out on the right
Hours Wed, Thur, Fri, Sat
Sun
10am- 5 30pm
1pm-4pm

WAITERS & waitresses
needed tor day shift Apply
in person 2pm 5pm at Seafood Express Olympic
Plaza

EXPERIENCED irrigation/
landscape personnel References required Apply in
person Hoffman's Nursery

AVONI Earn money with
Avon 1 800 847-5338 for
your starter kit

Electronic Repair On
Most Major Brands
Of Car, Home & Pro
Audio Equipment
1400-A Hillwood Drive

of the
hat an

DINETTE sets chests
dressers bedroom suites I
also hand strip & refinish
old furniture George
Hodge 806 Coldwater Rd

EXCHANGE YOUR OLD
HARD DRIVE FOR A LARGER & FASTER ONE.
CALL HAWKINS RESEARCH FOR DETAILS
ANYTIME, 502-753-7001.

SINGLE white Christian
male would like to meet
attractive white Christian
temale Prefer widowed or
DATA entry operator, full
single never divorced be
rween 30 50yrs old Please time Send resume to PO
804 Murray, KY
send photo PO Box 154 *Box
42071
Paducah KY 42002-0154

ANNUAL Labor Day
Weekend Sale, Sat Sun &
Mon discounts to 50% The
Hitching Post in Aurora
474-2266
Phone
gam 9pm

cusses
1above
y,Gaye

FIREPLACE insert Ashley
model AHIl B like new
condition used only 24
winters $600( of todays
priced new) 436-5684

TOBACCO cutting help
warted Starting Saturday
Call
September 3rd
753-6636 753 3705 after
6pm

CRAFTERS wanted for
large craft mall downtown
Paducah For more information phone Cheryl at
or
50 2 - 5 5 4 5 9 86
502-575 0259

Personals

Fishing!

Home
Furnishings

Carapuere

STOLEN from Puryear Saturday (8 20 94) Appaloosa- Stud horse Black
with dusting of white white
on rear approximately 15
hands Man with bandana
seen riding him North on
641 901 782 3495

for this
without
[fishing,
;h some
lent and
erials in
ie, lures
ll being
as the
for the
(et.
re spent
1 alone.
: thing.
s I think
lave for
th next!
kend so
outdoor

Ankles
For sale

Notice

Notice

160

150

120

020

6120

id just
.hat the
he milhe best
angler
//water

I

REFINISHING workers
needed Ginger's Antiques,
Hazel, KY

Through affordable & theraputic hot wax
treatments. Naturally beautiful nails are
Just a phone call away!

Fringe Benefits
SD

753-1137
Life is worth a few Fringe Benefits.
'Watch For Our Upcoming Fall Spectacular
_a_uti_a_1) LIU A A I

SECRETARIAL/Clerical
Part time position with flexible schedule Typing, payroll & general office expert
ence required Send per
sonal qualifications &
references to PO Box 1040
0, Murray, KY 42071

•-•.-.41, •

COUPON

•

•

Please insert my grandchild(s) photo in
your paper. (Photo enclosed).
We have outstanding management opportunities available. We are seeking
highly motivated enthusiastic individuals
WI 1-5 yrs. restaurant or other supervisory
experience. We will give you the opportunity to grow rapidly with our co. & train
you to manage a million dollar business.
We offer:
$15,000+ trainee salory+ bonus plan.
$20,000+ wiexperience+ bonus plan.
Advancement opportunities
Group insurance/paid vacation
If you are looking for an established co.
with grtwth potential & you're ready for a
new challenge, call our personnel office
for an appointment 501 -735-61 13 Or send
your resume wisalary history to: 4 Paton
Place Marion, AR 72364

Name of Child
Name of Grandparents

Enclosed is $7 00 tat picture - $500 each additional picture
and stamped, self-address envelope for return of picture
a

•

Hayley Danielle Erikson
Grandparents
Craig & Karen Covert
Joyce King
Danl King

Bring In by September 7
(12 noon) to be published
September 10th.

Murray Ledger & Times

Send photo. oaana_d_graxiparent.iL name of child.
(maximum of 4 lines) self-addressed envelope for
return of ongmal photo and payment to:

P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
-11V-
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Produce

For Sew

Yard Sale

SPACIOUS 3br, 2 bath,
with great'flowing lay out,
beautiful kitchen, breakfast
room, separate dining
room Lots of extras, country club view. Call for your
appointment today.
753-2905, 753-7536. '
490
Used
Cars
1971 PLYMOUTH. fresh
440, many new parts.
$1.500 obo. 435-4266
leave message.
1978 OLDS Cutlass, $500
obo. 753-7370.
1980 AUDI 5000. local car,
, sunroof, am/fm stereo, all
leather, fuel injection.
$2,495. 753-8096.
1980 CHEVETTE 2dr, 4sp,
good dependable car,
$600 Call 436-2977 after
6pm
1980 Z-28 4sp Al parts
car' 753-6139
1981 FORD Fairmont,
good condition. Must set,
$700! Call 436-5577.
1983 SAAB 900 Turbo,
very good condition,
$3.000. Will consider trade
or Pontiac Fiero. 753-6438
or 437-4607.

RON HALL

370
Livestock
& Supplies

HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.
Central Heating & Cooling Service & Installation
Custom Sheet Metal
Licensed Gas Merchant

12 MONTH Bay Ouarte
Horse Filly, halter broke
black maneitail Call
753-8360
1 REGISTERED Polled
Hereford bull, approx
1,100-1,2001bs, 2yrs old,
$800. 492-8759 or after
5pm 492-8587
ATTENTION feeders/stock
farmers: 8-9 acres of hard
sweet corn Will yield 70-90
bushels per acre Real
deal! 753-8848 before
9P171
LARGE bull /. Char1,
Black Angus,6yr old Good
herd bull 753-4657

PI

P

rrotork: P57ODLirc rs

Murray, KY

(502) 435-4699

IPS
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
iP!lid"F'81MC. CUSTOM WOODWORKING
(

•

All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking
anti

380
Pets
& Supplies
AMERICAN Pit Bull puppies 1 male 2 females,
16wks 753-2470 after
5pm
CHOW Chow puppies.
$75 759-1427, 753-4444
German
FOR sale
Pointer & '4 English
Pointer pups, 3mos old,
$50rea 753-1165 or
435-4444

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop By And See Our Showroom •

409 Sunbury • Murray (Behind Bunny Breed)
753-5940

il..N

•10"1.-----.4.-

-1-Adliiikt

William Duncan
Building Contractor

HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858

Experienced builder of houses,
garages, pole barns & storage
buildings. Also remodeling. Call for
estimates, no job too large or too
small.

PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915

474-8267

REDUCING breeding
stock! Cockatiels Parakeets 8 Finches Call
759 4119 after 5pm
REGISTERED blonde
Cocker Spaniel, limo old,
shots, spayed 753-0932
days. 753 5898 after 5pm
ADD

.1

L

FALL apples McKenzie's
Orchard Call ahead to confirm order 8 pick-up time
•••
751
•

1985 CADILLAC Fleet- 1984 22 CABIN Cruiser
wood De Elegance excel- 260 Merc mid aft cabin full
lent condition high miles
anvat complete galley
service verified all power. head E. shower ay marine
CB radio 436-2522. radio depth tinder matching trailer 753-5140
474-8119.

Classifieds-7
Office Open

520
Boats
8 Motor*
14FT Hydrostream
w/100hp Johnson, power
tilt & trim, new seats,
$2.000 753-1217 days,
436-2317 nights
1993 20f1' AirWeld aluminum bass boat, 150hp
Johnson motor, tandem
axel trailer, 58Ib thrust trolling motor, all available optons. like new 75.3-3125 or
247 5035

WOOD WORKS
j a„.
n

USED boats, motors, trailers di salvage parts for saki
Boat 8 motor repair All
work 8 parts guaranteed
Wayne Darnell Marine Re
pair. Hwy 121 S

753-2378

IC
Y"
"

-1K
.
'"
382-2306

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work. septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm.
Horace Shoiar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE encounter ma) ha•e to wail.
\ VI YEAR OF
k LIFE:
%.IRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
and romalice IA ill plar .1 110011- Two heads are better than one when
des ising a financial strategy. Try to
!UM role in )our hie now. Because
DAVID'S Cleaning Serou are pleasant to uOrk s nh. >01.1 find the right moment to discuss a
vices We specialize in vinyl find ourself climbing the ladder of troublesome matter With your part1985 OLDS Cutlass 1991 17FT Javelin bass siding concrete driveways,
suet C'.'. la•ler Mid faster. Keep in ner. You will probably feel more
Brougham. 307, piss, tilt. boat with 90hp Evinrude
blacktop driveways boats
touch with the people you knew
romantic later in the dav.
Good brakes, tires moor & $7 500 753 7823 after mobile homes Fully inwhen you first started out. Domestic
LIBRA I Sept. 23-(kt. 221: Comtransmission Silver with 5pm
sured & completely mobile
changes you make earl.) in 1995 will
munications return to normal. You
maroon interior, $1.350
759-4734
)to
add to %MIT •ellse of W el I-heintit. could not he inure relies
Call 753-3624
530
D & D Lawn Care Free Early next summer is a great time hold costs down
!Tr
t)
i do
l11-itk•
il ytm i.
Services
1986 CHRYSLER New
estimates 489-2296
some entertaining. Keep the guest
for a ‘veddine!
Offered
Yorker. $2,300 obo. 1984
DRYWALL finishing, reCELEBkITIES BORN ON
list short and seiect. Avoid going
Oldsmobile Cutlass Su- 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 Hauling
preme, $1,850 obo 1986 moving, clean-up, odd jobs pairs additions and blow- THIS DATE: goner Toni Watson. oyerhodrd w hen shopping.
Chevy G20 conversion tree trimming, tree removal, ing ceilings 753-4761
baseball pla•er Ken Harrelson.
SCORPIO (Oct. 2.f-Noy. 211:
van, $5,800 obo. yard mowing, mulch haul EXPERT painting- Resi- actress Judith Is c•. dancer
Loose talk about a friend may he at
502-753-8220
the Torin of -recent financial
ing. Clean up sheet rock & dential & commercial. 25 Ga)nor -years experience. No job
ARIES IMarch 21 -April 19
\lake amends to someone you
1986 FORD Escort station other building materials
may has e alended. Be discreet.
wagon. Sap, $1,500. 1964 Free estimates. Tim Lamb too big or too small. Free Speak" our mind ioda. I-ant ii
Painting.
estimates.
D&J
Barracuda. 4sp, $300. 436-5744.
members V1 ill think more of )ou for Keep your lose life und0 wraps
1972 Duster 340, 4sp, 1 1 1 1 1 1 Hauling, tree 753-7040. •
our candor. Spend more lime with until ready_lo reyeal all. ,
$300. 1972 Dart Swinger, trimming, tree removal, & GERALD WALTERS. 'Med ones hut as oid saddling yourSAGITTARIUS (Nos'. 22-Dec.
must see, $2,000. cleaning out sheds, attics, Roofing, vinyl siding, paintself xx ith too many obligations.
2 1 I: There is no point Ill struggling
759-9105 after 5:30pm?
odd jobs, & will haul & ing. Free estimates. 18
1(1-1a) 20): yy ith an import:nu decision today
TAURUS April 2
1987 BMW 325 IS, loaded, spread mulch Free esti- years experience. Local reYou cannot afford to take anyone or •ou do pot has e all the facts yet.
ferences
753-2592.
auto, sun roof, average mi- mates 436-5744 Luke
anything for grant&I niiw. Exercise Close ties could he strained. Deterleage,
$9,900. Lamb
GUARANTEED Amway
greater caution in financial Mallets. mination helps you y atilt iner unex502-388-2511 after 6pm.
1 1 1 1 1 HAULING, tree Products for every need are :Someone nem may enter the roman- pected obstacles. Be persistent.
just a phone call away
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
tic sweepstakes. Put your hest foot
1987 MITSUBISHI, 4dr, trimming, mulch & dirt haulPhone 759-4490
cold aic. Sap,excellent con- ing, clean out sheds &
forward. Avoid critici/ing a poten191: Count on a gratiting upswingdition inside & out, $2;750. bushhogging Free esti- JIM'S Garden Service.
tial rival.
in your social lite t1\iics,)_ii ii
iiiv
intlii.uIK
teet‘
t...d
p
759-4727:
' mates. Paul Lamb Gardens- breaking, dis20): you" calendar relati
436-2102king, tilling. Lawns- Sireding- Feel free to 'postponea personals so that you can accept sptir-ol-the1988 FORD Taurus.
visit: the results could he disappoint- moment invitations. If seeking inspi90,XXX miles, cruise, good 1 1 1 1 ALL around mowing, & fertilizing new or existing.
Blade work & bushcondition, new transmis- tiimming. tree removal. Joe
ing. Once you have taken care of ration. stax away from negati‘e peohogging.
Reasonable
sion (90 day warranty), 436-2867.
household chores. you can concenple.
rates. 753-3413.
$3.900. (502)762-4786.
1 1* 1 A all around mowing,
trate on coming to terms with loved
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 181:
ones. Reveal your tender heart.
Cultivating a neighbor could help
1988 TOYOTA Corolla FX, trimming, hauling. Mark" KITCHEN CABINET REFACING. Make your old
white, 78,XXX miles, good 436-2528.
CANCER (June 2I -July 22): you meet a VIP in the near future.
condition, $3,500. Call Al, Al's hauling, yard work, new again with Formica. All
Your greatest pleasure comes from
You and a hot romantic prospect
colors,
free
estimates.
753-9362 or 759-1212.
tree removal, mowing. Free Wulff's Recovery; Murray, helping soineone dear to You. Spend speak.tbe -same language! Start
a little extra cash to make an older recording your dreams in a noteKY. 436-5560.
1990 STS Cadillac SeVille, estimates. 759-1683.
person more comfortable. Travel is book. They could hold valuable
pearl white, 4dr, loaded. A-1 carpenter for 'sheds,
LEES'S CARPET CLEANSharp! Call,492-8250.
best postponed. Discus's your plans insichts.
_
barns 8 porches,etc. Paint- ING. For all carpets and
with your mate or partner.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 201: A
1990 TOYOTA Camry,4dr, ing roofs & siding. Ask for upholstery. Free estimates.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 221: Others confidential meeting. perhaps a
white, 78,XXX miles, good Luke, 436-2102,
Call 753-5827.
are depending on your leadership- lunch date in a seclinied locale.
condition. Asking $7,800. AIR Conditioning. Roo Hall
LICENSED for electric and
toda). Do not expect everyone to could advance your career goals. A
Phone 759-9262,
Heating, • Cooling and gas. 753-7203.
agree xx ith your approach. An laty exciting at home will help you
Electric
Co.
Service,
unit
1991 CAMARO Z28, red,
attempt to showcase your creativity
consene energy for the busy week
28.XXX miles, loaded, replacement and complete PAINTING. Qualitywill be richly rewarded. A romantic ahead. Confide in y our mate.
installbon. Licensed gas in- service- value. Free quota$12,000. 753-2861.
tion, no obligation. Van
staller-. Phone 435-4699.
1991 EAGLE Summit,
Smith at 753-4233.
TODAY'S CHILDREN are intelligent, tidy and loyal. Diligent students.
auto, air, high one owner. ALL home repairs, sheetthey have a scholarly bent that endears them to their teachers. Somewhat shy
PAINTING
interior
&
exterrock
finishing
&
ceilings
miles, 36mpg. excellent
hy nature. these Virgos ma) sometimes gi‘e the impression that they are
condition. $4,750 firm! sprayed. Over 30yrs exper- ior. All types of home repair.
cold or indifferent. Count on them to he generous and warm When with peoience. Small jobs welcome. Free estimates. Call
437-3099.
Licensed & insured. 436-5032 anytime.
ple they. know well! Employers will he thrilled by these Virgo'.' dedication
1991 HONDA Accord LX 474-8377.
to duty.. A perfectionist streak guarantees a top-notch performance.
PLUMBING repairman with
Coupe, auto, a/c, gold kit/
wheels. Excellent condi- ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- same day service. Call
MONDAY,SEPTEMBER 5, 1994
niture repair 8 custom 436-5255.
• •
tion. Call 753-5270.
woodworking. 753-8056.
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
RILEY CONSTRUCTION:
1992 BONNEVILLE SE,
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
loaded, new tires, excellent APPLIANCE REPAIRS: remodeling, additions, porcents a minute.). •
condition, $17,000. Factory trained by 3 major ches, decks, vinyl siding &
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE the sun, will require additional time.
753-5227 days, 753-9909 manufacturers. All work trim, roofing, garages&
and parts warranted. Ask framing.
Phone
nights.
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: Take'each day as it comes. Love
for Andy at The Appliance- 502-489-2907.
Romance will be in the air. A young conquers all!
1992 GEO Metro, air, auto, Works, 753-2455.
person may not listen. to reason. A
ROCKY COLSON Home
- VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
new' tires. 34,XXX miles,
great gas mileage, $4,500 APPLIANCE SERVICE. Repair. Roofing, siding, patient and forgiving attitude will
Help a friend who needs both finanKenmore, Westinghouse, painting, plumbing, confirm. 753-5182.
keep family relationships on an even cial assistance and moral support.
Whirlpool. 30+ years ex- crete. Free estimates Call
keel. Check your facts before mak- Truthfulness is essential when trying
1993 BMW 525 IT, take pelience. BOBBY 474-2307.
ing long-range decisions. A difficult to convince someone of your sincerover lease, 29mo left. HOPPER, 436-5848..
employment situation will soon take ity. Express yourself clearly.
SEAL driveways/fill cracks
$598/mo. 753-3400
BACKHOE SERVICE. 753-6223
a turn for the better. Stick to a strict
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You
1993 DODGE Spirit. Refi- BRENT ALLEN septic tank
budget if hoping to purchase a new
Will mitre be offered a unique oppornance in your name, installation, repair, replace- SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or com- -home. A financial windfall is possi- tunity: he certain it is what you really
16,3XX miles, 4cyl, air bag. ment. 759-1515.
mercial, Serval! Gutter Co. ble in spring of 1995.
want before saying "yes." Take better
cruise & air & more. Call
CELEBRITIES BORN ON care of your health. Regular exercise
753-7287 after 5pm only. BACKHOE Service - ROY 753-6433.
HILL. Septic system, driveTHIS DATE: actress Raquel will keep you'in top shape.
1994 FORD Taurus, opal. ways, hauling,foundations, SEWING machine repair.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Kenneth Barnhill, Welch, comedian Bob Newhart,
loaded with all options, etc. 759-4664.
"Cathy" cartoonist Cathy Guisewite. Catch up on paperwork and any
753-2674. Stella, KY.
8,XXX miles. 753-6808
football player Willie Gault.tasks left over from last week. Family
days. 753-2212 after 5pm. BACKHOE Service, complete foundations, septic SHEETROCK finishing,
ARIES (March 21-April 19): If life bringigreat jay. Do some enterTOYOTA Corolla, 1982. systems. R.H.Nesbitt, Con- textured ceilings. Larry
you have made up N'our mind to quit taining at home one night this week.
clean, runs good, high struction Phone 492-8516 Chrisman. 492-8742.
smoking. now is the time to do it. Your kindness to a newcomer will
miles, some bodywork, pager 762,7221.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump An important relationship depends never he forgotten.
$650 753-8057
BILL'S Window Cleaning. Removal. Insured with full on how touch self-discipline you
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
Residential/Commercial. line of equipment. Free es- have. A positive attitude can work 21): You still accomplish inure by
timates. Day or night,
753-5934miracles!
giving yourself a deadline and stick753-5484.
Vane
TAURUS (April 20-Ma)' 20): ing to it. Laughter is the perfect antiBOB'S Plumbing Repair
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
1981 CHEVY van, good Service. All work guaran- aluminum gutters, variety Do everything you can to make a dote to stress. Look for the humor in
teed.
753-1134
or
favorable impression on higher-ups. tiresome situations.
condition 759-9247
of colors. Licensed, in436-5832.
Those
who can afford to travel
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
sured.
Estimate available.
1985 FULL-size van GMC
should do so. Planning a special A good week for launching joint'
Vandura Interior Custom- CARPORTS for cars and 759-4690.
zed will build to suit, new trucks. Special sizes for TRENCHING '4wd ditch evening for your loved ones gives ventures. A business partnership
looks very promising. Avoid scattert;res good exhaust & motor home, boats, FlIis witch, 611 max depth-. Resi- you great pleasure. Be imaginative.
GEMINI (May 2I -June 20): ing your forces. Look behind the
brakes Askng $4,500 For and etc. Excellent protec- dential for 4" sewer, drainmore info call 753-7287 tion, high quality, excellent age, electrical, looter & Unsettling news at your place of scenes for the answer to a workplace
value Roy Hill 759-4664
Mon-Sat, 8am-9pm
eve, water lines. No job to employment leads to a last-minute problem. Love vibrations will
CHIM Chim Chimney small. Contact L&J Lawn change in plans. Ride with the tide. increase this evening..
Sweeps has 10% senior Care, 436-5041 or Higher-ups will be impressed by
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
citizen discounts We sell 436-2296. Also complete your flexibility. Devote more time An excellent week to seek a raise or
chimney caps and screens lawn care service available. and attention to children's needs.
promotion. Choose your moment
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): carefully. Valuable contacts can be
1977 CHEVY 4X4, $2,400. 435-4191
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
753-2861.
COMPUTER SERVICE & Service Center, cleaning- Career success depends on your made if you make the first move.
1988 GMC % ton, ex- TRAINING. 5024534001. servicing $15; most repairs willingness to accept change. Stand Loved ones keep you busy tonight.
$35. Free estimates.Route up for youriprinciples but compro- Catch up on world events.
tended cab, 5th wheel,
COOPER -Lawn Service. 1, Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5, mise on minor issues. Clear
up a
great condition. $7,500„PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
New & existing . Call Mon.-Fri.; 753-0530. ,
misunderstanding with a co-worker Play the role of peacemaker today.
759-1823 after 5pm.
502-435-4588.
Do the best you can within the time
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating before a rift widens.
1991 FORD Explorer- XLT,
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): You frame allotted to you. An invest,
4dr, very dean, $12,900. COUNTERTOPS, custom. and Cooling Service. ComHomes, trailers, offices. plete installation and ser- may feel tarn between a desire to ment opportunity
Call 753-4433 after 5pm.
deserves prompt
Wulff's Recovery, Murray. vice. -Call Gary at settle down and
a yearning to he consideration. Engage in physical'
FULL-size short bed alumi- 436-5560
759-4754
totally free. Finding your place in exercise.
num truck topper. Mid-size
long bed aluminum topper
TODAY'S CHILDREN are logical, detail-oriented and able to express
with sliding window. Like
their views in a concise and convincing manner. These Virgos' determinanew 436-2364.
tion is legendary! They are capable of long and sustained effort to reach
---I
their goals. Count on them to be keen on both self-improvement activities 510
8 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday
and self-help books. Generous and sentimental, they are prepared to make
Campers
great sacrifices-for the welfare of their loved ones. Their extreme respect for
8 a.m.-12 Noon Saturday
education will be handed down to their children.
1966 AIRSTREAM 30'
New aic, brakes, toilet 8
awning New turn & carpet
Call Chris 436-2292

Expand your profit$
with a quality
SIGN_.

Produce

HOROSCOPE
SUNDAY.SEM-AMER 4.1994

FuTRELL Farms has a BY OWNER 3br 1, bath
good late crop of green brick ranch Eat in kitchen
beans Bushel & 4 bushel tormal dining room living
orders only Call 753 8848 room family room with
tpr placing °roofs ask tor bay window Central gas
NOW taking applications
Jon
heat 8 arr. wall-to wall cartor Section 8 low rent nous
pet. ceiling tans jacuzzi,
.110
mg Apply in person at
14x14tt storage bldg Lot
Public
Southside Manor 906
75x150, adjacient lot avail&We
Broad St Extended be•
able Walk to banks & shoptween 8am 12noon No
ping Priced to sell, mid
phone calls please Equal
$70's Call for appt
Housing Opportunity
753-4359
121 North
ROOMMATE 8 helper for
from
house
5th
JUST
now on the market ..
sales 8 marine work on
Graves County Line
4 7 acres surrounds this
lake 25min from campus
3br. 2 bath cape cod with
some travel young 8
Friday, Saturday,
open floor plan, central gas
energetic, $100/mo
Monday
neat & air. Century 21
354 6762
Loretta Jobs Realtors
p.m.
a.m.
2
8
ROOMMATE needed to
753-1492.
Name brand clothes,
share 2br duplex in NorthLAKE . home,. Anderson
crafts sporting equipwood $175mo $175 deShores,quiet, private Ideal
ment books desk,
posit
utilities
for young,or retired couple.
antiques jewelry lots
753-9834
Nice lot. $34,000 negotimore
TOWNHOUSE apartment,
able 554-5680, 442-3864.
2br, 1 4 bath, huge kitchen
NEW 3br, 2 bath, W/P tub.
and master bedroom Cat
oak cabinets. 1280sq ft liv753-4316 or 753-4573
ing, garage Priced upper
Ready Oct 1stl
$60's 1405 N 16th Call
VERY nice 2br, 1 bath du- 4'4 ACRES East of Mur- 489-2722
plex Appliances furnished, ray. woods 8 private
NEW house for sale!
central hie. $425/mo 1 $4,950 terms 759-1922
2400sq ft under roof, 1950
month deposit, lyr lease DUPLEX-2br, 1 bath. Camliving sq ft. 3br. 2 bath,
No pets 753-2905
bridge Estates Gene kitchen,family room, dining
Steely 753-6156;
_.
room, uhhty, 2 car garage,
FOR sale: 2 or less acres, gas heat, central air. Great
Farmington, KY 759-4184, buy! Call 753-7435 days.
753-3966 eveningi..
(901)642-2612
2BR house near downtown
SMALL
acreage & lots adHALEY Appraisal Service
Murray. 753-4109.
Haley lacent to watershed...
Bob
call
beautiful building sites...
3BR, 1 bath house on cor- 502-489-2266
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
ner lot at 1625 Catalina,
gas h/a, fenced back yard, KOPPERUD Realty has Realtors 753-1492.
$450/mo. Call 759-1594 af- buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges If SOUTHWEST Villa. Practiter 5pm
you are thinking of selling- cally new 3br. 2 bath_ Great
3BR farm house off 280 No contact one of our courte- room with cathedral ceiling,
pets $295/mo, w/d in- ous and professional gas fireplace. 6ft privacy
cluded. Deposit. No pets. agents at 753-1222 or stop fence in back, dryvit exter753-3513 or 753-8848 be- by office at 711 Main St ior 2000sq ft living, 3100sq
ft total 753-4117.
fore 9pm.
NOW renting Ibr apart
menu. 1608 Cotlege Farm
Rd $210•mo
Call
753 6716 after 7pm

3BR older farm house next
to East Elementary School,
$275/mo Call 753-8848
before 8 30pm.
100X140 SOUTHWEST
3BR house on 1713 Oakhill Villa subdivision. All city
Or, $500/mo. Available utilities, reduced 753-4873
after 6pm.
Sept. 1st, 759-4406.
3BR. Range, refrigerator, ABSOLUTELY last lot for
w/d furnished. Near hospi- sale in Preston Hts. Located on Carol Dr just off
tal, $410/mo. 753-4444.
Johnny Robinson Rd All
LAKEFRONT cabin on KY underground city utilititip
Lake'. 3br. completely furn- with no city taxes $14.901,
ished, all appliances indud- • Call 753-2339
irig washer & dryer. Private`
dock. Responsible parties
ASO
only. $500/mo, lyr lease, 2'
Homes
months damage deposit.
For Sale
Office 753-3153, home
753-7900.
1.4 STORY brick, 2394sq
ft. 3-4br, 2 ceramic full
MUST SEE TO BELIEVE!!
baths, cella windows, fireClose to MSU, 2br house.
place. Edinborough Drive
appliances furnished,
753-6648 after 4 30pm
newly painted, carport,
$425/mo 753-1266
4 NEW 3br houses on city
water & sewer. Will consider trading for other prop3fie
erty. Priced in the $70's to
For Rent
low $80's 753-3672 after
Or Lease
5pm
BARN Large air cured Burley 753-1300 9am 6pm. 727 SOUTH 4th St, corner
489-2116 7pm 10pm
of Glendale 8 South 4th.
753-8298 10am-5pm,
CREEKVIEW Self-storage 753-6194
nights
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's. HOUSE & acreage for sale.
$20-$40/mo. 759-4081.
753-1300 9am-6pm,
NORTHWOOD Storage 489-2116 7pm-10pm
presently has units available. Call 753-2905.
753-7536

Services
Offered

11041111•11

Make a
clean
sweep
with
classified

Clean out your closets and basement AA ith a
classified ad. It's a great way to get rid of items
you no longer use and make extra money.

Call and place your ad today!
the

MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES
(502) 753-1918

1
,)

HAVE YOU RENEWED
YOUR SUBSCRIPTION?
For your convenience
Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting
Visa and Master Card
MasterCard

Call Us Today!

753-1916
Avemilmommr....mwommeglimg
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TODAY IN HISTORY

t.
opt. 22):
one when
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discuss a
•our pail-eel more

•

.!2): Comma'. You
%1! Try to
cide to do
the guest
md going
cm% . 2 I ):
may he at
Idifficur
mow you
discreet.
IC'r wraps
•. 22-Dec.
struggling
on today:
facts yet.
ed. Deterner unes'en'.
•
. 22-Jan.
upsw Mginth. Keep
Acluttem('
air-of-the.ing inspiiat e P'°
-Feb. 18):
ould help
:ar future.
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ge! Start
in a notevaluable

e k using electric power direct!) from Kentucky Dam at Gilhertsv ille, according to officials
of Murray Electric and TVA.
Births reported include a a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Noah Sullins,
July 8; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Boyd, July 11; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Miller, July 12:
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie
Puckett, July 14; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Ira Higgins, July 16; a girl
to Pfc. and Mrs. Richard Kemp,
July 26; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Marvin Winchester, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Thorn and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Thompson, July 27.
Sixty years ago
Drivers' licenses may be raised
to 75 cents instead of the present
cost of 50 cents, according to
officials of the office of State
Attorney General Bailey P.
Wooten.

is forever. And tell him that
when he loses his thatch, you
won't love him any less.
P.S. Buy a smartly styled
blond wig for those occasions
when be gets blond-hungry.

DEAR ABBY: Nly sister-in-law
isn't speaking tome any more and
here is_why: She Used to call me Up
and invite me to her place for dinner. Then just as I was leaving, she
would load me up with boxes and
packages to deliver for her. She'd
say, "You have a car, and it will
take you only a minute to drop this
package off at so-and-so's. return

DEAR TO: To thine own self
be true. Retain your natural
color and explain that nothing

By GARY LARSON

4y,

CALVIN and HOBBES
WEIL, 4093E5, WE
AS
%ELL GA
L CAN'T
FIGURE OUT Vidii 1t) MAKE
A ROBOT. Tliks
OE DCESNT
LI
D:) NAMING,

ional time.
nes. Love

iept. 22):
)oth finanil support.
'hen trying
our sincerly.
22): You
4tie opporyou really
Fake better
ar exercise

GO9k, AND WE 5P.ENT AIL
DAN ON Tr,Ito. I 143A/GIAT
FOR SVRE OUR;MT WOJUD
SAYE VS RCM MAKING
111E BED

AND IN
I4E DID.'

WE'RE
GENIUSES!

"Got him, Byron! Ws something In the Vespula
genus, all right — and 0000weeeee
does he look mad!"

CATHY

Nov. 21):
: and any
ek. Family
ime enterthis week.
omer will

ZENITH'S ONLY FOUR YEARS
HER BRIGHT LITRE MIND 15
OLD, CATHY! I SHE THINKS
ALREADY POISONED! HER
SELF-WORTH HAS TO 00 WITH
EGO ALREADY HAS BRAND
WEARING WHAT'S "COOL" WHEN
NAMES STUCK ALL OVER IT !!
SHE'S FOUR YEARS OLD, WHAT
ILL SHE THINK NHEN SHE'S R..

ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

Feb. 18):
a raise or
• moment
:is can be
rst move.
y tonight.

irch 20):
cer today.
the time
n invests prompt
physical
GARFIELD

o express
eterminato reach
activities
I to make
espect for

43
Insect
44 "— — Clear
Day"
46 Solely
48 3 on the
phone
50 Pieces out
53 Social
gathering
55 "— Degrees
of
Separation"
57 Cutting
implement
58 Proved
61 One
(German)
63 That is (abbr.)
Tier
6
645 Insignificance
68 Cricket
positions
69 Sow
70 Damp

Answer to Previous Puzzle
BLOT
BLOC OAR
BARE OBEY
OLTATAE
CREEPY
RS MES
MIEN
TMIST
FILIGREE
EA
ORANG OAS KIT
RI
GIS
UNA
LO
USE
NEB
AMOLE
EL
TOURNEYS
RULER
KNEE
AMP
EX
ISSUED
I BO BATT
TRIO
DOT
ATES
YENS
9-3 co 1994 United Feature Syndicate

10 Affirmative
11 Let fall
12 Noun suffix
17 Pinch
19 Confederate
soldier
21 Angers
DOWN
24 Crafty
26 Dine
28 Individual
29 Golfers' org.
31 Vat
6
5
7
4
MM
a aiill 33 — Paulo
35 6 on the
phone
13
it36
Author —
ill
Rand
14
15
17
16
UUU 38 Chew the —
(ponder)
18
39 Compass
III
2°•MI
IUU
point
42 Joints
II
II
iill
45 Alias (abbr.)
47 Evergreen
shrub
37
im
49 Street sign
,•
II
ii• 51 Be
41
44
52 Bishopncs
54 Morays
111
MI
Il
in
48
56 Roman 12
58 Theater sign
ill
wi
(abbr)
53
54
55
dUU 59 Term of
iiii
i
i
endearment
III
ill
E
MI
60 Female deer
StOpp. of SSE
65
64 UU
66 The two of us
67 Estrada ID
68
NI
2 Danson ID
3 Salad herb
4 Worn away
5 Roman gods
.6 Econ.
indicator
7 Selves
8 Horse's gear
9 Southwestern
Indian

II

in ii iiillillIIIII"II
No

•II
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DEAR HAD: If that's how you
felt, you were right to tell her.

DEAR ABBY: I have two sons
married to girls I dearly love, and I
hope the feeling-is reciprocated.
One son is meticulous in his
appearance and the care of his
clothes. The other son, while a perfectionist in his work, is very negligent about his personal appearance.
His clothes are often in need of
pressing. cleaning, buttons. etc.
Don't you think that a wife
should systematically check her
husband's wardrobe and keep his
clothes in good condition? When my
husband was alive, I devoted each
Monday morning to this purpose
and found him most grateful for my
interest.
NON-INTERFERING
MOTHER-IN-LAW
DEAR NON:Your question is:
"How can I get my daughter-inlaw to take better care of my
son's wardrobe without damaging our relationship?"
_ You may_not be able to. But
since your son is old enough to
be married, he's old enough to
ask his wife's assistance in
keeping his clothes presentable,
if indeed he cares about his
appearance. If neither he nor
his wife cares, no matter how
many buttons you notice "missing," continue to keep your lip
buttoned.

By Peter H. Gott. M.D.

CROSSWORDS
1 Energy Unit
(abbr.)
4 Brim
8 Purchase
11 Fumbling
13 Map abbr.
14 TV's Dr.
Welby (inits.)
15 Yoko —
16 Small horses
18 Above (poet.)
20 Mao — -lung
22 Mr. Caesar
23 VP's superior
25 Chemical
suffix
27 Wet falling
sound
30 Sandwich
type (abbr.)
32 Ethiopian title
34 Phonetic
symbol
35 Mother
'37. Mexican state
40 Apiece
(abbr.)
41 Louis or

BUT BEFORE PATIENTS CAN
COME TO YOU,THEY RAVE TO
GET PERMISSION FROM THEIR
"PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIAN"

these library books, and take this
girdle back to the store.At first I used to accommodate
her. then .Lrealized that every time
she invited me to dinner. she had a
bunch of.ercands for me: so I finally:
got up the nerve to tell her that I
would like lust once for her to invite
ine
ii,..ithout asking me to
run errands. .
Well, that's the last tinw she
called me. Was I wrong to tell her
how I feel?
HAD IT IN JERSEY

DO YOU HAVE THAT
IN WI SIZE?

•

YOu'RE TNE WORLD FAMOUS
511R6E0N, 15 THAT RIGHT?

R.B, Holland, Democrat, and
Joe Whitnell, Republican, have
been appointed election commissioners for Calloway County.
The Thoroughbred Booster
Club for the support and encouragement of Murray State College
Athletics has been organized by
the Young Business Men's Club.
Officers are Dr. A.F. Russell,
Vernon Hale and T. Sledd. Members of Board of Directors are Joe
Lovett, Herschel, Corn, Tom
McElrath and H.I. Sledd.
Houston Lax and W.H. Finney
have been named as directors of
Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Boone,
Aug. 21.
"The only saving grace of a
drought is that it eliminates mosquitoes," from column, "Just
Jots" b Joe T. Lovett, editor.

DEAR ABBY
and decided the artificial blond hair
was not becoming to me: also, my
hair was in sad shape from all the
bleaching, so I dyed it back to my
natural light-brown color with gold
highlights.
Ever since, my husband has
been throwing a -fit because he
wants me to be a blond again. So,
Abby. I need some advice from-you
and YoUr readers. Should I be -a
blond to please my husband, or
should I stay the way I am to please
myself?
TO DYE OR NOT TO DYE

miAT'2E YOU
-"DOTS E
DOING.HERB" ASKE9 ME TO
, CUT ALL THE
9EAO CANES
" ON OUR
ROSEBUSHES

yOUT own
iill you 99

2-Jan. 19):
ling joint
rtnership
id scatterehind the
workplace
ons will

'Elected as officers of Senior
Class at Kirksey High School
were Shelby Parker, Gerald
Stone, Charles Coleman, Sue
Beach and Billy Smith.
Fifty years ago
Pfc. Robert Easley and Pfc.
Charles Ruble Cooper have been
reported killed in action in
France. Local men reported
wounded in action include Pfc.
J.D. Outland,Pfc. Claude Darnell,
Pvt. Winfred Farris, Sgt. George
Green, and Pvt. Charles D. Brewer, all in France.
The great steel gates of Kentucky Dam were officially closed
Aug. 30 at 8 a.m., Completely
sealing off the flood Of waters of
the Tennessee River for all but
navigation and power purposes:
This will be the impounding of
water for what will be Kentucky
Lake.
Murray will probably start next

BLONDIE

students.
chat shy
it they are
with peodedication
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LOOKING BACK

Tea years ago
By The Associated Press
Della Boggess is pictured
Today is Saturday. Sept. 3, the 246th day of 1994. There are 119
checking a few thousand of the
days left in the year.
Today's
highlight
in
history: 13,367 city tax bills soon to be
On Sept. 3, 1783, the Treaty of Paris between the United States and sent to those who own property
in the city in a photograph by
Great Britain officially ended the Revolutionary War.
Staff Photographer Jennie
On this date:
In 1189, England's King Richard I (the Lion-Hearted) was crowned Gordon.
in Westminster.
Twenty years ago
Retired Murray State UniversiIn 1658, Oliver Cromwell, the Lord Protector of England, died.
In 1939, Britain and France declared war on Germany, two days ty Athletic Director Roy Stewart
will be honored Sept. 7 when the
after the Nazi invasion of Poland.
- .
In 1943, the British Eighth Army invaded Italy during World War university's new 18,000 seat staII, the same day the Italians signed a secret armistice with the Allies. dium, which bears his name, will
In 1951, the television soap opera "Search for Tomorrow" made its be dedicated. Lt. Gov. Julian Carroll will give the dedicatory
debut on CBS.
In 1967, Nguyen Van Thieu was elected president of South' Vietnam address.
Thirty years ago
under a new constitution.
Craig- Morris, son of Mr. and
In. 1967, motorists in Sweden began driving on the right-hand side
Mrs. Wybcn Morris of Murray, is
of the road, instead of the left.
In 1979, Hurricane David struck along the central Florida coast, now on a special tour in Peru.
South America. This is a research
leaving several people dead and millions of dollars in damage.
In 1991, 25 people were killed when fire broke out at the Imperial tour conducted by University of
Chicago.
Food Products Inc. chicken-processing plant in Hamlet, N.C.
Forty years ago
Ten years ago: Three French tourists were killed when a pipe bomb
exploded a( Montreal's main train station, less than a week before the
start of a Canadian tour by Pope John Paul II. A Rochester, N.Y., man
was • later convicted of the bombing.
(EDITOR'S NOTE:sDear AbbyFive years ago: The United States began shipping a $65 million is on a
two-week Vacation. Folpackage of military aircraft and weapons to help Colombia fight its lowing is a selection
of some of
war against drug lords. A Cubana de Aviacion jetliner crashed after her favorite past letters from
takeoff in Havana, killing all 126 aboard and 26 people on the ground. the early 1970s.)
One year ago: The Labor Department reported- the -nation"-s-tmernDEAR ABBY,J)uring most of my
ployment rate edged down to a two-year low of 6.7 percent theprevi- childhood I had
pale blond hair.'Alit
ous_ month.
.
_ .
as I grew older -it gradually turnedToday's birthdays: Actress Kitty Carlisle Hart is 80. —Beetle Bail- to "dishwater blimd," so I started to
ey" creator Mort Walker is 71-. Actress Anne Jackson is 68. Actress bleach it in order to retain thi•'Aame
Irene Papas is 68. Time magazine contributing editor Hugh Sidey is light blond color.
At the time I met my husband. I
67. Actress Eileen Brennan is 59. Actress Pauline Collins is 54. Beach
Boy Al Jardine is 52. Actress Valerie Perrine is 51. Actor Charlie was a "blond" with the help of the
beauty parlor. I never tried to
Sheen is 29.
deceive him. He knew and had no
Thought for today: "It is awfully important to know what is and objections.
what is not your business." — Gertrude Stein, American author
About a month before our mar(1874-1946).
riage, I took a good look at myself
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DEAR DR. GOTT: My daughter has
been diagnosed with chronic fatigue
syndrome. She is on Paxil, an antidepressant. The drug makes her feel
fine all day long, but she cannot get to
sleep at night without a sleeping pill.
Then she may get three hours of
sleep. Her doctor says this is an
expected side effect-she will have to
learn to live with. Do you agree?
DEAR READER: In assessing the
benefits of a certain drug, patients
must always take into account the
potential risks and side effects. Thus,
the risk/benefit ratio is an important
determinant of therapy.
Your daughter might fare as well
with a reduced dose of Paxil — or a
change to another anti-depressant.
(Although most anti-depressant medications may interrupt the sleep pattern, not all patients are bothered by
this.)
I recommend that she address this
issue with her physician. Or, if he is
unsympathetic, with another doctor.
In my view, taking potentially addictive medication, such as sleeping pills,
to counteract the effects of another
drug is not a healthful practice, unless
all the options have been explored.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 22-year-old
'female. In the past year I've noticed a
weight gain, stretch marks on my bottom, and cellulite on my upper thighs.
There's a new cream on the market
that is supposed to get rid of cellulite.
Do you think it really works, or is it a
gimmick that sounds too good to be
true? Please rush your answer. I'M
getting heavy.
DEAR READER: Creams that are
purported to reduce fat ("cellulite")
are a gimmick. You'd do better to follow a sensible weight-reduction diet,
such as low-fat, no sugar, no alcohol
As I've repeatedly written before,
there are no sound and effective
short-cuts to losing weight. Oh, and
get more exercise, too.
To give you more information, 1 am
sending you a free copy Of my Health
Report "Winning the Battle of the
Bulge." Other readers who would like
a copy should send $2 plus a long, self
addresied, stamped envelope to P 0
Box 2433, New York, NY 10163 Be
sure to mention the title
•

•
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DEATHS

•

Corvette shrine draws thousands

•

Mrs. Beatrice Enoch Harrison
Mrs. Beatrice Enoch Harrison, 81. Clinton, Mich., died Thursday at
her home. Her death followed an extended illness.
Her husband, Wright Wilson Harrison, died in 1954: She was of
Baptist faith. Born Sept. 7, 1912, at Murray, she was the daughter of
the late Ethel James and Gus Enoch.
Sur% isors include three daughters, Mrs. Sandra Jean Pendleton,
Mrs. Sadie Jane Allison and Mrs. Susan Lane Schultz and husband,
Ronald; two sons, Michael Dale Harrisop and wife, Karen, and Arnold
Wane Harrison and wife, Diane; two stepdaughters, Mrs. Joan Aieiss
and Mrs. Barbara Hoffman and husband. Bruno; four stepsons, Charles Harrison and wife, Lida, Ned Harrison and wife, Helen, Richard
Harrison, and Ronnie Harrison; 27 grandchildren; 16 great;.randchildren.
Also surviving are three sisters, Mrs. Emma Lou Albin, Coldwater,
and Mrs. Johnie Marie Crass and Mrs. Doris Scarbrough and husband,
Buddy. Murray; two brothers, Pryor Enoch and wife, Margaret, Paris,
Tenn., and Gene Enoch and wife, Louise, Dearborn Heights, Mich.; a
brother-in-law, Raymond Smith, Mayfield.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the _chapel of J.H. ChurAill Funeral Home. Dr. Orcg Earwood will officiate. Burial will follow in New Liberty Cemetery in Graves County.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 9 a.m. Tuesday.

J.C. Dunn Jr.
Services for J.C. Dunn Jr,. will be today at 3 p.m.-in the chapel of
I.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Hollis Miller and Wayne Williams will
-..qlficiate. Ernie Rob Bailey will direct singers from University Church
of Christ.
Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home.
Mr. Dunn Jr., 74,, Murray, died Thursday at 1 p.m. at Murray('alloway County Hospital.
Survivors include one sister, Miss Elaine Dunn, Murray; one
brother, Prentice Dunn and wife, Lillian, Murray; one niece, Mrs. Linda Fain and husband, Jackie, Rt. 2, Murray; one nephew, Larry Dunn
and wife, Shirley, Murray; three great-nieces, Cindy Knight, Lori
Dunn and Candice Fain; one great-nephew, Marc Fain; several

Mrs. Era Buchanan
Services for Mrs. Era Buchanan will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Bob Saywell will
officiate. Mrs. Oneida White will be organist and soloist. Burial will
follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
{Saturday).
Mrs. Buchanan, 86, Rt. 1, Hazel, widow of Tom V. Buchanan, died
Wednesday at 1:35 p.m. at Hillview Nursing Home, Dresden, Tenn.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Mary Carson, Glen Ellyn,
Ill., Mrs. Minnie Dirck and husband, Leroy, Independence, Mo., and
Mrs. Lola Diggles and -husband, Al, Texas; three sons, Thomas
Buchanan and wife„ Mary, Rt. 1, Farmington, and James Buchanan
and Noel Buchanan, Rt. 1, Hazel; 14 grandchildren; 29 greatgrandchildren.

"Corvette crazy, I guess you'd
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.(AP)
— They came in twos across the call it," said Wendell Hill, 49, of
Louisville, polishing the hood of
ountry. lured to the rolling hills
of western Kentucky by a com- his 1991 red convertible. "You
hate to say it to somebody who's
mon affection. Their destination:
never owned one, but it just
the National Corvette Museum, a
doesn't seem like it's real life
SI5 million shrine to 41 years of
without a Corvette.
a sports car.
"You'd stand there and you'd
A caravan of Corveues coversee a little guy, a big guy, an old
ing 1953 to 1994 — which state
guy, a younger-like guy. You
police estimated at 3,500 cars
know, there's no pattern. les just
stretched over nearly 70 miles —
the way this Car does people.
converged on the museum Friday
Regardless of what year you're
for its opening. It took more than
driving or what you've got,
two hours for them to exit the
everybody is just all so eager to
interstate.
talk to you, help you. It's great."
"This is a one-time happening
Lt. Gov. Paul Patton commison planet earth," Jim Perkins,
general manager of Chevrolet, sioned Gale an honorary Kentucky colonel, the highest state
told nearly 10.000 people in the
museum parking lot. "I don't award given to civilians. And
think we'll ever see this collec- Patton recalled how he first
tion of Corvette lovers again." . became acquainted with
"Wow." uttered museum pres- Corvettes.
He said his daughter had
ident Dan Gale, who lives outside
Boston but has spent 28 months returned from college on academin Bowling Green. "This looks ic probation.
"She looked me in the eye and
like Woodstock, kind -of."
- Run by a non-profit founda- said, 'Dad, if I make the dean's
tion, the- 68,000-square-foot list this semester, will you buy
museum holds more Act 50 me a Corvette?' I agreed real
Corvettes that include oni-of-a- rapidly because I knew she
kind. prototypes worth up to couldn't make the dean's list and
S500,000 each. It is across the because I didn't know how much
road from the General Motors a Corvette costs," Patton said.
Corp. plant where Corvettes have "Needless to —say, she's got a
Corvette."
been made since 1981.
The highlight of the museum
Owners who completed the pilgrimage Friday said they were opening was the endless caravan,
drawn more by their fellow which converged at Bowling
enthusiasts than the Fiberglas, Green from Louisville and Nashsteel and rubber that is the ville, Tenn., after collecting drivers from 100 cities nationwide.
American-built two-seater. •

Judge sentences man
who shot father-in-law
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — Following the jury's recommendation, Circuit Judge Ron Daniels
sentenced a Marshall County
defendant to 13 years on a manslaughter conviction in the shooting of his father-in-law.
David Watson, 33, did not
make a statement at his sentencing Thursday.
Watson was convicted in: the
fatal shooting of Joe Little, 62,

during a domestic dispute Nov.
30. Watson's wife. Rena, had fled
the couple's lane the previous
day because she said she was
beaten.
David Watson claimed he
acted in self-defense in shooting
Little.
Because the conviction
involved a violent crime, under
state law David Watson will have
to serve half of his sentence
before being eligible for parole

At one point, the line of
Corvettes in every imaginable
color stretched 49 miles to the
north and 20 miles to the south
along Interstate 65. Organizers
asked drivers to park at the
sprawling Corvette plant nearby.
Steve Sokoloff of Philadelphia
waited at the museum early Friday for his wife to arrive driving
the couple's 1953 Corvette in the
caravan. He... also was watching
his other '53 convertible, the
sixth one ever manufactured out
of only 300 produced that year.
He pulled it to Kentucky on a
trailer.
"The caravan has been really
exciting, to go down the road and
it's just 'vette- after 'vette after
'vette," Sokoloff said. "We talk
Corveues. We talk our passion,

our love. We're just happy to all
be together on a great day.
There's nothing a Corvette owner
likes to do better than drive his
car."
Nearby, a funeral director from
San Antonio, Texas, was detailing his 1994 white convertible.
Dick Dixon drove to the opening
with his wife, Elsie, who boasted
that she once raced the car 153
mph on a west Texas highway.
"It's just been a fantastic
experience," Dixon said. "It's
nice to see so much enthusiasm
for the museum. That's why
we're here."
The Dixons described buying
their Corvette as a lifelong
dream, a sentiment reflected in
their Texas license tag: "AT
LAST."

LAUNDRY

BOONE
CLEANERS

1/2 OFF Cleaning Special
TWO PAIR SLACKS
at Regular Price
& Your Third Pair of Slacks

FREE!
Boone Cleaners

605 Main St. • Downtown Murray • 753-2552

COUPONS MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER - Expires 9/7/94

ONE SUIT
at Regular Price
& Your Second Suit

1/2 PRICE!
Boone Cleaners
605 Main St. • Downtown Murray • 753-2552
COUPONS MUST ACCOMPANY ORM Ft

Expires 9/7/94
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Finding A Balance
The great blue heron's come back is a story ot survival
and of creating a new balance between man and nature.
Survival for Land Between The Lakes has also become an
issue of balance—balance between public and private
funding. Today, no single source of revenue can fully
support such an immense and spectacular resource. Like
our national parks, LBL is being forced to find new ways
to sustain, protect, and improve itself.
Caring for and developing such an extraordinary
resource like Land Between The Lakes is a tremendous
test of stewardship. And success will increasingly
depend on the support of individuals like you.
With your help Land Between The Lakes unique
undeveloped shorelines, scenic woodlands, and wildlife
will flourish for us, our children and our children's
children.
Please don't underestimate the power or importance of
your individual support. Your help is needed now more
than ever.

Land Between The Lakes Association
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Land Between The 1 akes Assoc iation
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Help LBL find a new balance.
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